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Part 1: The Start of the Undead Apocalypse  

 

(a.k.a. The Origin, Development, and Continued Evolution of DoubleBear 
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Stage 1: Infection 

New Start in the Emerald City 

Brian Mitsoda and Annie Carlson moved up to Seattle in October 2008, eager to leap into the 

local game development scene, which had a reputation for being friendly and open. Both were 

in final negotiations for level design jobs at a small studio in downtown Seattle, and they 

decided not to wait for the deal to be finalized before packing up and driving out of California 

for good. "I had had it with the industry and I had had it with Southern California," Brian 

declares. "Chasing a possible lead, Annie and I were lured to Seattle and boy did we like it 

there."  

 “We’d spent a weekend 

in September looking 

for places to live and 

found old house with a 

huge garden – not even 

a pipe dream in So Cal,” 

Annie recalls. “We 

couldn’t wait to move. 

We signed a year’s lease 

then returned to 

Orange County just so I 

could give notice and 

pack. Within three 

weeks later we were on 

the highway and 

headed north.” 

Three weeks after that, they were still waiting to start work when the studio finally got back to 

them – and the news was not good. The project they’d interviewed for had apparently not 

actually been signed, and with no publisher, the project evaporated, leaving them in the lurch.  

"We were so hyped up to be in a new city and so eager for the project to start,” Annie 

remembers.   “Now we were both out of work.” As hard as it was for Annie, she felt it was harder 

for Brian. “He’d seen too many great projects squashed at the last minute because producers 

changed their minds at the last minute,” she says. “At one point he suggested getting out of the 

industry altogether.” 
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"I’ve seen endless levels of management stifle 

creativity too often,” Brian recalls. “It can make 

game production tedious and a chore to get 

anything finalized. I wasn’t sure I wanted to 

make games anymore."  

Immediately he edits himself: "No, that’s not 

quite true – I love making games, I can’t stop 

making games!  I just didn’t want to make 

games the way they were being made for most 

of my career. I didn’t want to be part of this 

system anymore, as generically rebellious as that 

sounds." 

Determined not to let their circumstances stifle 

their creativity, Annie and Brian were hardly idle, 

tossing around various game ideas for both 

small-scale projects and larger concepts. "It's 

kind of impossible for us to not talk about game 

design," Annie admits. "If we're not already 

creating something, we're probably talking 

about doing so."  

They talked about the sort of titles that inspired 

them – everything from an old school JRPG-

style title about being the world's greatest hobo 

to a monster fighting game – but they were all 

disconnected projects without a team. Still, the 

two were brainstorming, and it was only a few 

coincidences away from catalyzing into 

something special. 

A Little Trip 

The theme of great ideas coming from accidents 

is hardly an uncommon one. Newton's 

notorious apple, Alexander Fleming's bread 

mold. Dead State is hardly so grand a thing, but 

it had its own strange origin point: a small flight 

of stairs. 

Brian’s Industry Frustrations 

After leaving Southern California and meeting with 

initial disappointment in Seattle, Brian thought 

he’d had it with videogames. Here, he elaborates a 

bit on the frustrations he was feeling, and 

sometimes continues to feel about the game 

industry: 

When I got in the industry, it was because there 

were so many different games and ideas for 

games getting made. After nearly a decade, the 

production houses and people that created so 

many of those games that inspired me were all 

pursuing the same publisher dollars to try and win 

that sweepstakes and put out an actual project . . . 

It was a broken system intent on turning games 

into commodities and nothing else. Games are a 

business – I would come to learn a lot more about 

this – but when everyone is chasing the same buck 

and making endless clones, the market, she cannot 

support the weight.  

The garages that gave way to offices full of wacky 

visionaries who sometimes came up with gold, 

sometimes shit, but all in the spirit of trying out 

new things, those roots that turned into a 

booming world market had made too many 

people filthy rich . .  . . It was no longer a game 

industry – it was purely an industry. Every single 

system, story idea, and art piece was submitted to 

a laborious process of executive producers, studio 

owners, publisher producers, publisher game 

consultants, marketing teams, business execs, and 

focus groups . . . . Every day, you put your hands 

into the box of snakes and hope you don’t get bit. 

Yes, we got paid to make games – but is it making 

games if you rarely ever get something out to the 

player? 

I couldn’t put myself through something like that 

again. I can work long hours, I can put up with 

sometimes insane publisher demands, and I can 

try and lift the spirits of my coworkers when the 

chips are down – but I couldn’t stand to lose 

another year or two of my work because someone, 

somewhere at the top shrugged and pulled the 

trigger. 
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"Funny thing, but DoubleBear or 

Dead State may never have 

existed if Annie hadn’t made me 

wear a pair of slippers to keep 

my feet warm," Brian admits. 

"These slippers had a soft 

bottom with no grip at all."   

One particularly bleary morning 

around late February, as Brian 

was heading downstairs for 

more coffee, Annie heard him 

shout in alarm. She turned just 

in time to see him fall hard on 

his back and slide down half the 

flight of stairs. 

"[Those] horrible slippers made my foot slide off a stair, causing me to land back first at the top 

of the landing and sled down the rest of the way until my head banged against the floor," Brian 

remembers. "My first thought was that I had probably broken something, because it was a 

helluva fall and I was still in shock." 

Thankfully, the injury was minor, albeit painful, and with the knowledge that only bruises and 

sore muscles were in danger, Annie persuaded Brian to stay downstairs on the couch for a 

couple days, and he was in no mood to argue. As it turns out, the time on the couch was quite 

productive, and the accident had a hidden kind of luck to it.  

“It wasn’t just lucky that I didn’t end up in the hospital – it was lucky because the two days on 

my back got me to replay Dead Rising, a game I really liked and had played through multiple 

times before,” Brian recalled. “As I played it, I realized that while I liked the game for its zombie 

hordes, survival focus, and general silliness, I was thinking more about what it was missing – the 

long-term survival and non-schlocky implications of a crisis.“ 

The germ of the idea was forming. "I started feeling that a survival-based story married with the 

natural looting of an RPG would be a perfect way to construct a zombie/disaster game, although 

I couldn’t think of a framework for the production," Brian muses. "Was it an FPS? Third person? 

Overhead flash-based game?" 

Thankfully, even as Brian rested, more systems were at work to lend more clarity to those 

development thoughts. 
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Age of Information 

Around this time, while not actively searching for jobs, Annie was killing time on the forums of 

the RPG Codex, a collective of old-school RPG-loving misfits whom she'd first started talking to 

a number of months before. While visiting the forums in February 2009, Annie noticed a thread 

regarding a poster looking to create a game, and was soliciting the rest of the Codex for help. 

Seeing a potential opportunity to work on an indie project, she offered her writing expertise: 

If you got something, I'll volunteer my writing as best as I'm able (and/or editing, if preferred). The 

idea of working on an indie project has always appealed to me, but I just wanna make sure your 

direction is something you're sure of. 

Another individual who saw that post was Oscar Velzi, lead artist at Iron Tower Studios, who saw 

in Annie's post an opportunity for their own project, and added his own simple post: "We are 

always on the lookout for talented individuals at Iron Tower." It was, in Oscar's words, "the spark 

that set everything off." 

Annie sent Oscar a private message that day asking if his offer was for real.  

Oscar, on the other hand, suddenly found himself in a bit of hot water with "Vault Dweller" – 

a.k.a. Vince D. Weller, the project lead at Iron Tower, for what might have been a premature 

offer. "Vince wanted to kill me!" Oscar recalls. "He was like 'Oscar, what did you do! How are we 

supposed to pay them?’”  

Oscar was undeterred, and he gently pressed the issue over a chat session with Vince: 

Oscar: Heh, I surprise myself at times, how naive I can be. You know what I thought? You 

remember that fortune teller?  

She spoke of a woman entering Iron Tower. 

And I had this hunch this is what she was talking about. I feel there is a way to achieve this, but I 

can't see it. 

But maybe I've been playing with Tarot cards too much, and becoming delusional thinking I have 

pre-cog powers :) 

 

Vince: Well, you never know. Maybe something good will come out of it 

 

Oscar: I don't want to sound mystical, but I really have this strong feeling that it's possible. 

In fact, Vince had already chatted with Annie. Just the day before Oscar’s fateful forum post, 

Annie had written Vince about an unrelated issue having to do with Codex forum tags. He wrote 

back and said he couldn't fix the issue, but directed her to the proper staff member, and 

provided a link to the Iron Tower website, just in case she was interested.  
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Annie pursued the link and was quite impressed: Iron Tower 

had its share of excellent interviews from various RPG 

developers, and its own project, Age of Decadence, was 

well into development, and looked compelling. Vince also 

invited both Annie and Brian to get interviewed for the Iron 

Tower site, and both eagerly took him up on the offer. 

Despite his own initial hesitance, Vince was starting to see 

how a connection between the Mitsodas and Iron Tower 

could work. 

While discussing the interview questions, however, Vince 

and Annie got to chatting, and Annie found herself 

agreeing with Vince’s assertion that the “indie, publisher-

free way” was a powerful rising force in game development. 

Then Vince offered a more formalized version of Oscar’s 

original proposal: if Brian and Annie designed an indie 

project, Iron Tower could provide the means: “We have a 

tweaked RPG engine, art/programming resources, and 

experience to make it happen,” he wrote. “You write it, we 

make it.” 

It was exactly what Brian and Annie needed to hear. "The 

idea of making games without marketing in mind is like a 

sweet dream to your average designer," Annie wrote back. 

"That's enticing in the extreme... and Brian also seems 

intrigued." 

"I don’t really get worked up about anything until I know all 

of the facts, so I was pretty reserved at first," Brian admits. 

"While what [Iron Tower] were showing was interesting, I 

felt like I needed to know more about them and also about 

the capabilities of the engine, their tools, and their team." 

Vince understood, and carefully showcased the work-in-

progress of Age of Decadence and the Torque engine, and 

gave details on the toolset that they'd developed.  

Understanding the systems and format the Iron Tower 

team had on hand helped better shape the concept of what 

Brian had been mulling over while he had been 

recuperating on the couch a month before. "The structure I 

Why Make DoubleBear? 

Though the main reason why has been 

answered in previous occasions, here's 

some other reasons why DoubleBear 

was created, in Brian's own words: 

+ I really want to eventually work with 

more of my friends in the industry, and 

this is a way to design a company to be 

compatible with them. 

+ I didn’t necessarily want to just do 

RPGs or even just games, so we called 

it “Productions” instead of “Games”. 

Who knows, maybe we’ll do comics, or 

(if we’re really lucky) courtroom dramas 

one day. 

+ So, here’s the thing anyone in a 

creative industry should worry about – 

the older you get, the more 

experienced you get, the more likely it 

is that you will price yourself out of a 

job. I don’t really want to chase design 

positions into my fifties, so having my 

own studio cuts down on that chance if 

I don’t screw it up.  

+ Annie and I are both 

writer/designers. What is the likelihood 

that we both get employed at the 

same place and work on the same 

game? Well, the odds are much better 

if we own the company. 

+ I want to do some experimental 

games and allow my team to do the 

same. Assuming we have a catalogue 

of titles funding us, we can make that a 

very real possibility down the line. 

+ I love filling out business plans and 

tax forms! YEAH! 

+ Because genetic engineering is 

getting better all the time and just wait 

until you meet our mascot at PAX 

2020!   
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needed [for Dead State] came about when Iron Tower came to us with their Age of Decadence 

engine," Brian details. "Suddenly we started thinking about it from an X-Com meets Fallout base 

and started developing the core ideas around that template and the rest of ZRPG (later Dead 

State) evolved from that." 

However, it wasn't just enough for Brian to work with Iron Tower on this concept. "I can work 

long hours, I can put up with sometimes insane publisher demands, and I can try and lift the 

spirits of my coworkers when the chips are down," he confirms, "but I couldn’t stand to lose 

another year or two of my work because someone, somewhere at the top shrugged and pulled 

the trigger." After nearly leaving the game industry because of the frustrations of randomly 

canceled projects, he was determined to do something different. "I badly DID want to make 

games, but I didn’t want to leave things to chance. I wanted to do it on my terms and there was 

only one way to do that – I was going indie." 

Though Annie felt some initial trepidation about the risk of going indie, she agreed it was a 

good idea – and set about making it happen. 

The name discussion was a short one, as 

Brian mentioned in an interview with The 

Reticule:  

Annie and I were looking at a list of silly D&D 

monsters when I suggested the “DoubleBear” as 

the ultimate monster, pointing out that since it 

was two bears acting as one, there was no way to 

sneak up on it or attack it from the back. A 

picture was drawn and photos were taken. When 

it was time to name the company, it won the 

second it was suggested. 

DoubleBear came into being, and with the logo and website of the newly-minted company in 

the works,  Brian and Annie immediately started work on the "pitch doc" that would propose the 

game that was then known only as "the ZRPG." 

Nightmare Fuel 

The initial process for planning out "ZRPG" came easier to Brian than it did to Annie. While he'd 

been chewing on this idea for years, she wasn't as readily convinced, and spoke further about 

this in an interview with the RPG Codex:  

There were other ideas, and once Brian and I decided we were going to work with Vince and co, I looked 

at Brian and was like "well, what do you think would work best in the AoD [Age of Decadence] engine?" 

and he said – with a great intense look in his eyes – "A zombie survival RPG." And I closed my Big Book O' 

RPG Ideas and went "OK. Convince me." . . . . 

. . . I was sort of like "meh" on [zombies] at first, this was admittedly because I had not seen the 

original Night of the Living Dead or Dawn of the Dead or Day of the Dead . . . And the concept of 

zombies as a force of nature as well as something individually terrifying is really compelling to me 
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. . .There's something particularly creepy and invasive about zombies that touches on really deep 

fears of unbecoming ourselves, of being infected with something, of being helpless against a far 

greater power. 

Once the game idea had been 

decided on, the two designers 

had some homework to do. Brian 

and Annie immediately set about 

refreshing their memories on 

some memorable turn-based 

game systems, and Brian made 

sure to set up a zombie film 

education. "I’ve mentioned 

before that I’m not really a 

super-fan of the zombie genre," 

Brian admits. "One of the first 

things I did was go back and 

watch a bunch of older zombie 

films, especially [George] 

Romero’s which I felt were the 

inspiration for the modern zombie/apocalypse film." 

"It was awesome watching the early Romero films," Annie enthuses, "but we also watched other 

stuff to get the mood down." The two ended up consuming other games, comics, and books 

that epitomized 'zombie culture,' and anything else they felt would help the design. "When the 

story outline was finished, I also checked out a lot of the currently popular stuff like World War Z 

and Walking Dead – I didn’t start with them because I didn’t want to color any of our ideas with 

theirs inadvertently," Brian clarifies. 

There were downsides to this course of study, however – "I definitely started having the 

occasional zombie nightmare," Annie admitted. "It's like after you play Assassins Creed for a 

while, you reflexively start seeing hand and footholds in every building you look at, or with 

Katamari Damacy, you start thinking how you'd roll up random things. I kept imagining how 

defensible certain buildings were against the undead!" 

Brian, thankfully, had a bit less trouble sleeping. "As a kid, I had terrible zombie dreams after 

seeing Night and Dawn for the first time, but they’re not really a huge concern anymore. I’m 

more terrified of getting MRSA or something like that," he admits. "But I still think [the Dead 

films] can be genuinely creepy . . . In a game that sets the right mood, where your character has 
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Brian Recalls Hurricane Andrew 

While Brian has mentioned on multiple occasions that the inspiration for the game was his own experiences living 

through Hurricane Andrew, here he goes into detail: 

The inspiration for the game has always been my experience living through Hurricane Andrew, which hit Miami in 

1992 and pretty much leveled the city. There’s really nothing that can prepare you for a drive down your now 

unrecognizable neighborhood, seeing random household items strewn about the flattened trees, and finding your 

childhood home smashed in like a cheap piece of furniture. Life becomes very different when you’ve got no shelter, 

the power’s out, the market’s closed, the water’s undrinkable, and the night’s eerily pitch black. Houses get looted – 

ours was looted multiple times. People lost their shit at gas stations, supermarkets, and hardware stores the day 

before the storm – I personally witnessed some really ugly behavior and fights, not to mention bumper to bumper 

traffic shouting matches on the only route out of the evacuated city.  

And did I mention the smell? Miami, summer – stagnant black mangrove water in everyone’s pools and living rooms, 

mildew creeping into the rain-soaked interior walls, uncollected garbage on the streets, dead animals rotting in 

debris, dairy products spoiling in fridges, and the musk of everyone who hadn’t had clean water to take showers in. It 

was a persistent funk, like the city was dying. Even to this day, the odor of mildew takes me back to the ruins of our 

house in Miami.  

When Katrina hit, it all came back to me, and I watched that crisis unfold in all the wrong ways it could and I felt that I 

needed to use that inspiration somehow – I didn’t know what yet, but I had it there for when I needed it. We had 

forgotten the lessons of Andrew and other natural disasters. We always forget the past, we make the same mistakes, 

and when all else fails, we panic. We panic hard. What’s the saying – we’re a few missed meals away from total 

anarchy? I completely believe this. (I’m sure it’s no coincidence that as much as inflation raises the prices of houses, 

energy, and healthcare, food always remains unbelievably cheap.)    

In the end, Miami did recover. The National Guard showed up, the streets were cleared, power lines went back up, 

and stores started to re-open. Only South Florida was hit and our government has the infrastructure to clean up a 

mess of that size. But what if? What if Hurricane Andrew or Katrina had hit several major cities at once? What if order 

hadn’t been restored immediately afterwards? What if no one came? That’s the most terrifying scenario to me, 

because human beings have a breaking point when it comes to generosity and the spirit of cooperation. When it 

comes down to feeding your family or getting clean water, humans will do things they never imagined they would do. 

They guy down the street that you stopped and talked to while you pet his dog – that guy could now be your 

competition in the game of survival. Sometimes I think we need to be reminded of how low we as a species are 

programmed to sink, and that’s what Dead State is really about. 

 

spent their last AP walking into a very bad situation and you have to watch and just hope they 

don’t get eaten that turn, yeah, that can be scary too." 

But the key experience Brian wanted to draw from was far more real and scary than anything 

drawn from a zombie film – his own experience of Hurricane Andrew and its aftermath. "[For]me, 

the game has always been about crisis," he confirms. "Zombies are out there, yeah, but if you’re 

smart, you might be able to avoid them. People, on the other hand, driven to desperation – 

that’s another thing we can all relate to, and I think desperate people are much, much scarier." 
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DoubleBears, Assemble! 

While the two were researching, Annie worked with Oscar and Vince to formulate the basic art 

style of the game, and laying out first concepts of the user interface (a.k.a. the “UI”) and the 

“Shelter” – where the player would be spending most of their time.  

Annie and Brian had chosen a public school as the focus of the game, the “Shelter” where the 

player would gather together allies and stockpile what they needed to survive. While some other 

team members found this strange at first, they relented when they saw reference photos of 

Texas schools and listened to Annie and Brian describe the layouts and security in their own 

alma maters. Brian elaborated later in a Rock, Paper, Shotgun article:  

We chose a school as a shelter because American schools are frequently used as emergency 

shelters for many communities and modern school designs resemble prisons more than schools. 

They’re designed not only to keep kids in, but to keep out people who aren’t supposed to be 

there – security windows and doors, metal detectors, perimeter fences. We worked off a couple of 

actual school layouts – it was fortunate or maybe sad that these schools were built like fortresses. 

With the UI in development and the layout for the Shelter underway, and Annie and Brian hard 

at work on the game's systems and characters, the hunt began for a 2D portrait artist who could 

make the many characters of the "ZRPG" really come to life. After pinging Annie's longtime 

friend (and talented artist) Brandon Vodvarka to  try to test out a more comic-like style 

(evocative of Tony Moore's initial work on The Walking Dead),  they decided that a slightly more 

realistic style might work out better, and Brandon was brought on the team later on as a 

logo/2D artist instead.  

Admittedly, the character design for ZRPG was focused in a very different direction than most 

games. "I wanted the characters to look like normal people who were lacking on sleep, showers, 

patience, etc.," Brian explains. "I’m so tired of game characters being designed to be optimally 

attractive . . . to be made into collectible statues. This game’s about real people – the likelihood 

of everyone in the shelter being the top 1% of beautiful people 

just doesn’t fly." 

Many art tests, scours of conceptart.org, and at least one failed 

contact later, the team got to know Kim Gray, and were 

immediately impressed at her ability to blend realism with a 

slightly more stylized appearance, and create characters who 

really felt like they belonged in the game world. "I wanted the 

portraits to look like pictures taken of the NPCs the second they 

walked into the shelter, like someone was documenting every 

survivor for posterity," Brian explains. "I think that Kim has done 
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a magnificent job capturing the spirit of the characters and what we wrote (internally) in their 

bios. Over time, she’s polished them up to look way better than I thought they would ever look 

and they have, in turn, inspired me during the fine-tuning 

portion of the writing process." 

As the first concepts for art were coming online and first-

pass designs were getting finalized, Nick "Flashback" 

Skolozdra came over from Age of Decadence to take the 

lead programmer role for "ZRPG." The project was 

shaping up amazingly well, and the team was in high 

spirits. And on August 5, 2009, DoubleBear Productions 

formally announced itself to the world. 

This news announcement was well received, and 

coincided with the creation of DoubleBear's own section 

on the Iron Tower forums, temporarily christened 

"DoubleBear's Unannounced Project." Posts speculating 

on the nature of the project abounded, building on the 

information that it was a role-playing game, would be 

based on Age of Decadence tech, and would very likely be 

"horror-themed" based on Brian's work on Vampire the 

Masquerade: Bloodlines.  

The attention was great, but it had its downsides as well.  

“We saw at least one person of a forum basically say 'Well 

yeah, great, who cares. What are they making?!' " admits 

Annie. Brian in particular wondered if perhaps they should 

release some more information.  

He wasn't alone in this thinking. After a day of trying to 

carefully field questions without giving too much away, 

Vince suggested that the team go ahead and reveal the 

game: "I really feel that you should tell people something. 

Give them something to 'work with'. Right now the 

zombie thing is the dominant theory. Might as well 

confirm it."  

Brian agreed, and one day after announcing DoubleBear 

Productions, he confirmed the early stages of the project 

DoubleBear Press Release 

DoubleBear Reveals Existence, 

Intentions to Maul Thrill 

Indie developer announces studio/RPG 

plans 

SEATTLE, Washington – August 5, 2009 – 

DoubleBear Productions is proud to 

announce itself. “Although the studio has 

been aware of its own existence for 

months, we thought it might be better in 

the long run if we shared that info with 

others,” said DoubleBear founder Brian 

Mitsoda. 

DoubleBear Productions is an independent 

studio committed to producing quality 

titles that are big on gameplay, without 

the cost or terms “immersive” or “dynamic” 

associated with other titles. The studio is 

currently at work on its first title, an RPG 

being built with assistance from their 

partners at Iron Tower Studios, utilizing 

their Age of Decadence tech. Frequent 

updates on DoubleBear and their game 

can be found at 

www.DoubleBearProductions.com. 

DoubleBear expects to release details on 

their first title within the next few months, 

or whenever there’s a slow news day. 

DoubleBear was founded by Brian 

Mitsoda, a veteran of Black Isle Studios, 

Troika Games, and Obsidian 

Entertainment. Mitsoda is best known for 

his work as a writer/designer on Vampire 

the Masquerade: Bloodlines and has 

worked on multiple RPG and action games 

during his career. DoubleBear Productions 

is committed to working on independent 

titles and owning their own intellectual 

properties. They are based out of Seattle, 

Washington. 
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in the new Iron Tower/DoubleBear forums:  

Was hoping to save this for a rainy day, but 

it is cloudy here in Seattle today, so here we 

go. As the speculators have correctly 

guessed, yes, DoubleBear’s first game is 

indeed a Zombie RPG, which we have fondly 

referred to as a ZRPG internally. Before 

people start running in all kinds of 

directions with that, here’s what I will 

confirm: 

 

 -Set during the breakdown of 

society as emergence of zombies causes 

widespread panic and disorder. 

 

 -Slow, shambling zombies. Spreads 

like a virus/bite transmission. No, you are 

not a zombie, that would be stupid. 

 

 -Serious examination of a national 

crisis or natural disaster. Humans and a lack 

of order are a bigger threat than the 

undead. Think Hurricane Katrina, Children of 

Men, Dawn of the Dead NOT Resident Evil, 

Return of the Living Dead, zombie shooter-

type games. 

 

  -Game is about survival. 

Scavenging resources, exploring the area, dealing with other survivors, and managing a “shelter” 

of sorts are the main focus of the game. More on this later. 

 

 -Game is open-ended. There are characters and events that could happen, but the story 

depends on where you go, what you do, and who you meet.  Of course, there’s a lot more to this 

and we'll go into more details as time goes on. 

 

 We’ll be here often shooting down the wildest of theories and discussing our systems in 

more detail. Let’s start the old back and forth, shall we? 

From there, the news exploded. From international sites like Igromania and Canard PC, to niche 

ones like Gamers With Jobs and RPG Watch, and even larger ones like Kotaku, Destructoid, and 

The Escapist, forums and comment boards lit up with the news. A few days after the 

announcement, Vince sent the team a huge lists of links to stories and threads about the game, 

adding simply "There is a lot more. ZRPG is like wildfire. It's all over the net." Excitement seemed 

to abound, with fans enthusing over the team's pedigree, and the appeal of the project itself. 

Some of the most flattering praise came from Kieron Gillen, writer/founder of the site Rock, 
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Paper, Shotgun, and coiner of the term 'new games journalism': "I’m excited by this. I’ve been 

wanting a single-player zombie-themed survivalist RPG. . . It’s a big job for a small indie team, 

but there’s all the potential in the world here. We’ll be watching it closely." 

Annie responded to the overwhelmingly positive public response a few days later on the 

DoubleBear site, posting a comic and a short thank-you:  

. . . the reactions from folks have been so overwhelmingly positive that Brian and I have been 

absolutely bowled-over by it.  While we set out to make the games WE want to, damn-the-

torpedoes-full-speed-ahead, and hoped that they would be interesting and fun for others, even 

our fondest dreams didn’t cover something like this. 

From the bottom of our jaded game developer hearts, we thank you.  And we will do our honest 

best to make this an amazing title. 

…not like we weren’t gonna before, you know, but now that we know so many people are 

watching, we felt compelled to emphasize this point. 

With great sincerity, we thank you.  Keep watching – neat things will be coming along. 

 

The "ZRPG" and DoubleBear had gotten the internet's attention. Now it was time to go about 

the messy business of getting the game made. 

  

ZRPG Announcement Comics 

 

Annie’s comic about the reaction to the announcement of “ZRPG,” August 

2009 
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Stage 2: Outbreak 

Slow But Steady 

About five months since the original "ZRPG" announcement hit the Internet, development on 

the game was ticking along steadily. Annie was now working full-time at ArenaNet® on Guild 

Wars 2, but the DoubleBear team was starting to pick up new staff: artist Joey Spijkers joined the 

team as a character modeler, and lead 

animator Ivan Soloviov joined from Age 

of Decadence. DoubleBear picked up the 

trappings of an indie developer – a 

Facebook page and a Cafepress store for 

merchandise – and full indie developer 

rights to the updated Torque 3D Engine, 

which replaced the classic Torque engine 

originally used for Age of Decadence. As 

Nick, Oscar, and Ivan worked to put final 

touches on Age of Decadence before 

transitioning fully to "ZRPG," Annie and 

Brian worked to recruit new team 

members, plan out a formal game 

announcement, and – of course – name 

the game itself. 

Moving into Spring 2010, more formalized plans to reveal the final game name, character 

models, portraits, and screenshots were underway. Nick's work on a new dialogue editor, suited 

more precisely towards the project's needs, was coming along nicely, and fantastically gory 

character dismemberment tests were underway to make sure zombies added just the right 

touch of horror to the combat. Things were coming along well, but Brian & Annie had one major 

hurdle for the team to deal with: their upcoming nuptials, which would put them out of contact 

for a least three weeks. Fortunately, the team had a plan, and progress towards the formal game 

announcement proceeded smoothly while the designer couple got married and had their 

honeymoon.  

While Annie and Brian were away, work progressed steadily: Oscar had accepted work from 

several new modelers (Paul Barber, Pieter Mans, Daniel Phippen, Javier Leon, Adrian Budd, 

Mikko Nylander) to help with production. And, artist Brandon Vodvarka formally joined the team 

and had started creating logos for the game – the burger joint "Mmm, Bison!" proving to be a 

near-viral hit with fans upon its reveal. 
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When the two returned, there wasn’t much time left before the scheduled announcement of 

ZRPG’s real title – aimed as it was to hit shortly after GamesCom, the largest gaming expo in 

Europe (and one of the world’s largest). Fortunately, Brian had already been working with Rock, 

Paper, Shotgun writer Kieron Gillen to give an exclusive reveal of the game – now known 

internally as Dead State. 

Meet the Press 

On August 25, 2010 – a year and 19 days after the game's first reveal – Dead State was formally 

announced on Rock, Paper, Shotgun, and the reaction was even bigger than before. Brian's next 

team update was a response to the overwhelmingly positive surge of interest in the game: 

 Wow... 

Let me start by saying that everyone here has done an incredible job on the game so far, and 

apparently, the internet thinks so too. I have never seen a response like this for any game I've ever 

worked on. In the last week, we've gone from being a small game that a few loyal fans were 

hyped about, to Dead State, the  game that everyone knows about and seems to be excited for.  

Our Twitter and Facebook subscribers doubled and are growing all the time. We've been covered 

by every major news site (including Kotaku today) and press opportunities are flooding my inbox . 

. . . Our Dead State site got over 400,000 hits on Thursday without much in the way of new info on 

it. 

To sum up... we are a BIG deal and if we can deliver the game we're promising – which I know this 

team can do – we've got a big hit in our hands. I am so proud of the work we have done. 

Congrats, everyone! 
 

Site after site filled with positive comments: 

"Yes. A thousand times yes."  

" I’m not really a zombie fan, but the descriptions of this game sound fantastic and I want it 

yesterday." 

 "This has the potential to be something really special."  

"This sounds like the zombie game I have always wanted to play."  

With all this attention, the team was riding pretty high, and work continued to flourish. 
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Name the Game 

After DoubleBear Productions made their game announcement, the working title of "ZRPG" was already bouncing 

around wildly on the internet… making it harder it was going to be to actually create a real one! 

"Everyone thinks naming stuff is a lot of fun – 'hey, that would be a good name for a band' and so on – but in 

truth, there’s a lot of stuff you need to think of," Brian points out. "[If] someone scrolls through a bunch of game 

titles, does the title beckon to them, give them a sense of genre, capture the spirit of the game and man, that’s a 

tough one. Assuming you don’t have a ton of money to throw down on advertising the game, your title has to do 

a lot of the work for you." 

This task was made extra difficult by Brian’s key rule: any game with the word "Zombie" in the title was going to 

play the concept for laughs, while "Dead" took things more seriously. In addition to that, any zombie game with 

the word "Dead" in the title gave the player a hint as to the plot without needing to hear a lengthy description. 

Brian also was keen to use the word as an homage to Romero films, but also try to come up with a solid brand 

name in case the game branched out into a series. The main issue in this, however, was that there are only so 

many good titles using the word "Dead" in them that haven't already been taken! 

In the end, discussions about the game's name lasted well over eight months, with a first draft of names dated 

roughly before May 2009. Some names flirted with abandoning the Dead/Zombie "rule" mentioned above (to no 

avail), and multiple candidates came close to being picked only to be shot down because of legal reasons (too 

many bad movies use the word "Dead" too, it would seem).  

Here are a selection of the not-quite-winners, taken from a page in one of Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda's 

development journals: 

 Dead Silence/Silent [which included an idea for quoting Charles Bukowski's poem "Dinosauria, We" 

 Dead Air 

 Unliving 

 Unlife 

 Decay 

 Dead Heart 

 The Dead Walk 

 Dies the World 

 Undead [with the snarky side note of "goodbye, subtlety"] 

 Dead Quiet 

 Splendid [the name of the main town in the game, and one of the three finalists in the name department 

– abandoned because it was too subtle] 

"By process of elimination, we figured out what was already in use for many a terrible direct-to-video film to avoid 

copyright conflicts, and came up with a handful of candidates which were run by acquaintances and family," Brian 

remembers. Dead State – suggested by Brian, for the record – ended up the winner not only by virtue of being 

free of legal entanglements, but for its link to a scientific term of the same name, and being easily memorable. 

“However, if I had to do it all over again, I’d probably name it 'Guys, Seriously, This Game Isn’t Really About The 

Zombies and It’s a Hardcore RPG, For Fuck’s Sake'," Brian deadpans. "Then everyone would be talking about 

GSTGIRATZAIHRFFS on the message boards, in which three of four posts would read 'what game are you talking 

about?!'" 
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Shortly after the announcement, at the 2010 Penny Arcade Expo in Seattle, Annie and Brian 

appeared on a number of panels, including "Beyond Pen & Paper: RPGs, Videogames, and the 

Mainstream" and "Going Indie" (which featured fellow developers Ron Alpert of Headcase 

Games, John Krajewsky of Strange Loop, and James Silva of Ska Studios). DoubleBear – as a duo 

– finally had a chance to talk about their game in-person with their fans, and talk about the 

madness and unique challenges of writing for RPGs and founding companies. 

To follow up, interviews for major magazines and news sites like France's Canard PC, Russia's 

Igromania, and the US's PC Gamer were lined up. Dead State had crashed onto the gaming 

scene with a splash that some triple-A titles might envy, and lots of promising follow-ups were 

set up to follow. 

It was a promising start on summer, and what looked like a lively fall ahead. But the key thing 

about game development is that unfortunate surprises are never out of the question. 

 

Kicked Around 

Dead State had been going strong for the past year – occasional press interviews, magazine 

articles, and consistent team and forum updates had kept interest high, and kept the team 

going strong. 2011 saw many critical advances for the game: vastly improved NPC models, the 

first version of the in-engine character creator, new ally portraits, a lot of new logos, and a lot of 

new weapon models from new weapon modeler João Emanuel Lopes Barradas (who would later 

go on to be a level artist and modeler). The team was keeping pace excellently, and turning out 

lots of great assets. The forums enjoyed semi-regular updates covering everything from game 

lore to individual weapons and conversational topics such as survival skill. Then, around the 

middle of November, things began to change. 

The winter of 2011-2012 was an exhausting one for the Dead State team.  Annie was crunching 

at ArenaNet® full-time and had few spare moments, and an unexpected snowstorm in Seattle 
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seemed to stall work on all fronts: the Dead State team found themselves lacking a bit of focus. 

Bills had begun to pile up for some, and real-life needs of school and full-time jobs had begun 

to demand more out of the team. There were a few fears – from both fans and the team itself –  

that the project was stalling, and with most of the leads doing double-duty trying to get Age of 

Decadence ready for the open beta, 

progress was certainly slowing. 

"It was a really rough time," admits Annie. "I 

came home from work wanting to help, but 

I'd get to my computer, and it was like my 

brain had just stalled out. Brian and I were 

still talking about ideas and tweaks to the 

systems, and I was looking over his 

dialogue, but even that was just too much 

sometimes. It killed me because I always 

wanted to do more to help, but between 

late November and mid-January, I was just 

utterly tapped out by the end of the day." 

"It was already kind of low morale for it 

being a cloudy, cold Seattle winter, and we 

just weren't making a lot of progress 

because a lot of the team was taking on full 

time work," Brian recalled. "And we had to 

ask ourselves what it would take to get this 

[Dead State] out, and there were a lot of 

times when we had to wonder if we could 

even get it out." 

Around this same time, however, an interesting little site started to get attention on the Internet 

– one that allowed creative people to put up projects that they'd like to do, put up a required 

donation amount and a deadline to meet it by, and offer up various pledging tiers to encourage 

people to donate. That site was called Kickstarter, and the Dead State team had been taking 

notice of how well it had been doing. The core team had discussed the possibility of putting a 

page for Dead State up on the site, but both Mitsodas were wary of doing so too early. 

"Kickstarter has been something we had been considering since last September [2011], but we 

wanted to make sure we had enough to show for our game before we asked for money," Brian 

later wrote in a Rock Paper Shotgun interview. "RPGs have a lot of systems and it’s not always 

Seattle Snowmageddon 2012 

While Seattle as a city doesn't usually get much snow, 

it's a well-known fact by its residents that when snow 

does fall, the city and everywhere around it shuts 

down completely. While the snowfall that trapped 

Annie and Brian in Seattle for Christmas in 2008 was 

also fairly ruthless, the so-called "Snowmageddon" of 

2012 proved to be much worse – not the least reason 

being that Annie was deep in crunch for Guild Wars 2 

at the time and desperately needed to make a 

milestone at the end of January! 

Headlines shrieked that "January 2012 Snowstorm 

Could Be Worst Blizzard In Decades" (Huffington Post), 

that "Heaviest snowfall in decades heading northwest" 

(Washington Post, "Snowstorm wallops Seattle area" 

(USA Today), and even the LA Times had the gall to 

title an article "Snow wimps: Seattle is shut down by 

first real snow of the season"  ("This from a city full of 

people who freak out and put on down jackets if it 

dips below 50 degrees Fahrenheit?" Annie growls at 

the headline. "It couldn't be any more hypocritical 

unless it was Arizonans complaining.") 
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obvious how some of those different parts come together, so it’s always better to show that 

than try to make everyone use their 

imaginations." 

Brian began approaching each member of the 

team and asking them the uncomfortable 

question about funding –  "How much, minimum, 

would you be able to get by on and be able to 

work full-time on Dead State?"  It wasn't an easy 

question to ask, but everyone submitted their 

estimates, and the Mitsodas began the tricky 

business of crunching the numbers to come up 

with a final goal amount for Kickstarter. Progress 

was starting up once again, and the careful 

planning for what to do next was really starting 

to come together. 

Jumpstarted 

When mid-February arrived, a new development 

hit Kickstarter like a boulder launched into a lake. 

Double Fine® (the game studio of noted 

designer Tim Schafer) and 2 Player Productions (who filmed the first two seasons of the 

webcomic Penny Arcade's well-lauded internet series, PATV) posted their project, Double Fine 

Adventure. The project had a donation goal of $400,000 – which would cover not only the $300K 

for Double Fine® to make the game, but $100K for 2 Player Productions to make a 

documentary following the game development process.  

The funding goal, though rather lofty, was reached in eight hours, and the total amount raised 

over 30 days for the combination documentary/game was over two million dollars. 

This had rather an explosive effect on the game development community – positive in that a lot 

of smaller, struggling projects now had a vast amount of interested backers looking to 

Kickstarter for projects to fund... but negative in that expectations for a video's production value 

and the names behind the titles to be of an extremely professional quality, and that potential 

hucksters and frauds started to ogle Kickstarter as some kind of 'free money machine.' Many 

promising new projects, such as Stoic's Banner Saga and inXile's Wasteland 2, began to hit the 

Kickstarter scene, and many wondered when "Kickstarter burnout" would start to affect fans.  

The Dead State team was apprehensive about these new developments, but all the more 

determined to continue. An open question from the developers was put out on the Dead State 
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forums asking what people would want in available pledge tiers, and what they wanted to see 

from the project in order to donate. This method garnered lots of valuable responses on the 

Dead State forums, and spiked interest on other major gaming forums such as NeoGAF and 

Quarter to Three, and got a thoughtful write-up from Adam Smith over at Rock, Paper, Shotgun:  

 

3/16/12 Dead State Weekly Update 

Every week, the Dead State team gets sent out a weekly update detailing the team's progress and its new 

goals. This was the first one that outlined in detail the Kickstarter plans. 

Hello Dead State Team!  

My sincere apologies for a lack of updates lately. The truth is, we haven't had much to update lately, but all 

that is starting to change. We've already begun updating the build with new character models, animations, 

area map, and soon, dialogues. Which should mean more to show off for the game and more weekly updates 

for the team and the forums. 
 

Today I wanted to focus on our Kickstarter plans, or more precisely, our plans for Kickstarter plans. It's pretty 

obvious we need some kind of funding to sustain the development or we just can't put in the hours needed to 

get the game done. Additionally, anyone who has looked at any gaming news lately has become aware of 

some of the projects on Kickstarter, which brings about more awareness (and competition) for potential 

supporters. Monday, I am going to be posting an update regarding my thoughts on the Kickstarter process on 

our forums and get some ideas from the fans about what they would want. Internally, we need to start thinking 

about what a Kickstarter project would mean for us and what kind of time/production commitment that 

requires. To get the ball rolling, here's some thoughts on what we may need to produce and sell to attract 

Kickstarter patrons: 
  

#1 – We need a build that shows off the shelter gameplay (dialogues, upgrades, ally models) and combat 

(combat system, GUI, combat map).  

#2 – We will need to make that into a solid several minute trailer explaining the game concepts with music that 

could be used in the game plus a special Kickstarter "attract" video. 

#3 – We will possibly need some portraits done for high-level tiers, possibly other artwork or models, and 

definitely merchandise ordered and sent out.  

#4 – A reasonable estimate of how much money we're trying to raise, factoring in costs for dedicated artists, 

composer, and possibly another programmer and designer (depending on how much we raise/how quickly we 

need to produce the game).  

#5 – I will probably need a dedicated accountant if the campaign is successful. 
  

Remember, we get nothing if the campaign is unsuccessful. If that is the case, Dead State may have to become 

a part-time project for me and the other leads. Which is why we would need to put forth our absolute best 

effort if we want this to succeed.  I know it's a lot to think about, so please think it over, check out the 

Kickstarter site if you haven't ever been there, and let me know your thoughts or availability for the next few 

months.  
  

Let's do our best to get Dead State back on track and funded. If we can spend the next few weeks getting our 

build into shape, we can start the fundraising that much sooner. Thanks for your patience and I hope to see 

great things from all of you in the coming months. 
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"This I like. Don’t rush into the Kickstarter but rather take the temperature of the interested 

parties  and offer them something. Show ‘em what you’ve got and see what they think of it. 

Hopefully it’s a  way that the team can show what they’ve been working on all this time, with an 

incentive to do so beyond marketing. They’re pitching to the public and isn’t that what Kickstarter 

is all about?" 

The forum response was followed up with an additional update the following week, where Annie 

addressed the common requests and comments found in the previous thread, and encouraged 

everyone to keep the discussion rolling.  

Meanwhile, progress on the game itself was ramping up – areas were getting polished, character 

models were being rigged and animated, and Brian was hard at work writing dialogue to show 

off in the Kickstarter video. New team members started to come on board to help out as well. 

Lena Chappelle, a co-worker of Annie's and a fellow ArenaNet® designer, volunteered her 

services as a composer, and immediately began working with Brian to nail down the most 

difficult pieces of the game – the main title, world, and Shelter themes. Mazin Kassis, who had 

previously done UI and portrait work on Age of Decadence, graciously decided to come over 

and help out on Dead State as well, helping make the "found object" style of early mockups into 

a slick reality. And Lupe Felipe Pepe, whose stylish and playfully flippant trailer for Age of 

Decadence attracted a lot of positive buzz, agreed to help put together the first real trailer for 

Dead State.  

Inventory Mockup – First vs. Final Version 
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3/19 Monday Design Update 

This first appeared as a post from Brian on the Dead State forums, and ended up in over 11 pages of discussion... 

First off, apologies to everyone about the lack of updates lately. As is the case for many small projects without much in the 

way of funding, life and side projects/jobs get in the way of production… which is to say, not much was happening for a few 

months. But, in the last few weeks, the team has refocused their efforts and our build is finally seeing regular updates again. 

Our dedication to the project restored, it kinds of brings us to an interesting dilemma – how do we keep the project going 

full-speed while still being able to pay for development essentials like electricity, software licenses, and beer? 

 

Let’s backup to an internal conversation from a few months ago. Some of us were keeping an eye on this newfangled 

Kickstarter service that was featuring more and more interesting projects all the time. While there were a few games on 

there, nothing was really pulling in the money needed for an RPG with a 10+ person team. We were pretty sold on the 

possibilities, but ultimately it came down to whether or not we thought we had the game in a state where we’d be 

comfortable asking people to fund our continued development. The reality of the situation was that it was not quite where 

it needed to be yet, so we put those plans on hold. 

 

Unfortunately, this kind of led to a period where everyone had to take on second jobs/contract work, which naturally 

resulted in less time being put into Dead State. And one of the worst things that can happen in a creative project is losing 

momentum, which is what we’ve spent the last few weeks gaining back. And in that time, there’s been kind of an explosion 

in the realm of crowdsourcing. There is now both an awareness and excitement over the possibilities, and some pretty big 

projects (way higher than our budget) getting funded through Kickstarter. I’m not so sure it’s “the future” yet and I expect 

Kickstarter fatigue to set in as every short-on-cash dev tries their luck at the crowdsourcing game. The last thing we want to 

do is look like a “me too” project trying to ride the gamer goldrush (dolla dolla bill, y’all!) – but I expect that there are going 

to be quite a few projects that have no such hang-ups.  

 

I still don’t think we’re quite ready for a Kickstarter launch, but we’re starting to head in that direction. I think putting a bit 

of distance between any possible launch and the massive projects being funded right now is probably a smart move, 

though I’m not a bizdev guy, so who knows. While we toil away on the latest Dead State builds and features, I would like to 

open up the discussion to you, the potential supporter – let’s kickstart a Kickstarter discussion. Here’s what we would like to 

know: 
 

-We’re planning on showing off some of the gameplay we think represents the game. What would you like to see most to 

feel confident about contributing to the game? (Please don’t describe a fully complete game.) 

 

-When would you want Dead State out by at the latest? (Keep in mind, no amount of money can make 10 people do the 

work of 25.) 

 

-What kind of rewards would you like to see and for how much? (For example, higher level sponsorship might get your 

portrait done up as a zombie or non-ally NPC featured in the game.) 

 

-How often would you want to see updates and what would you like us to showcase? (Again, keep in mind, doing updates 

takes time out of our schedule.) 

 

We still want to bring you the zombie survival RPG experience we set out to do from day one, but in order to get it done in 

a reasonable time frame, it’s no longer going to be possible without a way to sustain full-time development – your 

feedback would help shape our plans quite a bit. Thanks for your continued support and interest – let’s see if we can make 

2012 a great year for Dead State! 
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Work continued, but various hiccups started to threaten the deadline. Annie's computer died 

when its power supply blew a capacitor. Brian got frustrated looking through model after model 

of video camera, trying to find the right one to purchase to make the Kickstarter video. Brandon 

was unable to continue doing 3D models due to work restrictions; and a previous teaching 

contract took up more and more of Nick's time. The team continued to strive on, pushing key 

developers to focus on overcoming roadblocks and finding alternate things to work on for 

others. Constant attention had to be given to multiple different forums to keep attention on the 

project high – the Internet's version of spinning many plates at once. 

And all of a sudden, in a supremely hectic span of just a couple weeks, combat was added to the 

game, new UI was put in, areas were set-dressed and spawned with characters, and music was 

finalized and mixed. The trailer and the Kickstarter page were finalized, and the submission 

process began, starting the night of June 2nd, 2012. Exhausted, Annie and Brian took a mini-

vacation to the Olympic Peninsula to celebrate their second wedding anniversary, and get a full 

night's rest for the first time in weeks. Upon their return two days later, they noticed that 

Kickstarter had finally approved the game's pitch. And on midnight, June 5th, 2012, the Dead 

State Kickstarter campaign finally went live. 

Upstarts 

Multiple factors worked 

against the Dead State 

Kickstarter: one, the video, 

while very carefully edited and 

produced, wasn't done by a 

professional company (which 

other prominent Kickstarter 

pitches had employed), and 

two, June 4th was the first day 

of E3 – the Electronic 

Entertainment Expo, one of 

the largest events for the 

game industry world-wide. 

Several posters across 

multiple forums dismissed 

Dead State's Kickstarter 

launch timing as ill-advised for that precise reason. 

However, that didn't seem to slow the launch any: in less than two days, the Dead State 

Kickstarter pulled in over 50% of its target goal of $150,000, prompting the team to reveal their 

Dead State Vs. The Suits 

 

Dead State faces down a pair of cronies from a theoretical publisher in a 

still from the Kickstarter video. 
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first stretch goal, and address donator requests for more rewards and pledge tiers.  Rock, Paper, 

Shotgun was again the first site to get news out about the Dead State Kickstarter, and followed 

up this news with an exclusive interview with Annie and Brian. While other news sites spooled 

out news from E3, multiple forums reacted with dismay to the "Big 3" publisher's feeble 

showings (Sony, Microsoft, and Nintendo) – and responded with positivity and praise when they 

came across Dead State news.  

During the second week of the Kickstarter, pledges 

slowed down dramatically. Controversy from several 

E3 revelations started to hit the news –such as the 

development team at Crystal Dynamics frantically 

backpedaling from their assertion that in the new Lara 

Croft game, the titular character is nearly raped – and 

increased demand from potential backers for a boxed 

copy of Dead State before they contributed put the 

DoubleBear team in a bad position. On top of this, 

news outlets simply weren't responding to emails from 

the team asking if they were interested in reporting on 

the title, and other interviews done previously were 

being delayed because of news about Microsoft 

releasing a new tablet PC. Something had to be done 

to pull attention back to the Kickstarter, or the 

campaign would languish. 

Thankfully, some press outlets, like JustPressStart and 

PC Gamer, sprang into action, publishing interviews 

with Brian and other members of the team. And on 

advice from a colleague, Annie urged DoubleBear to 

change their initial marketing pitch for Dead State, 

further distancing themselves from other zombie 

games with the crowing proclamation that it was "the zombie game about humans." This shift 

started to get the attention of other news outlets, and Brian's revelation of two new donation 

tiers – the "Save One For Yourself" pack, which featured the game on a bullet-shaped USB drive, 

and the "Splendid Box," which featured a DVD copy of the game with many other collectible 

items – helped push the numbers of the donations up. To combat the silence from the larger 

press outlets, the Dead State team went out of their way to talk about the game and make 

themselves available for questions on popular gaming forums, such as the Penny Arcade forums, 

the RPG Codex, Quarter to Three, and NeoGAF. Additional Kickstarter updates featured a work-

in-progress preview of a donation wallpaper from concept artist Mazin, and a music featurette 

Dead State Kickstarter Stretch 

Goals 

Though Dead State's Kickstarter 

reserve was only $150, the team had 

projected "Stretch Goals" – goals to 

incentivize pledges past the project's 

reserve amount – quite a bit further. 

Here are the original stretch goals, 

revealed just after the project hit its 

halfway funding point: 

+ $210k – New Areas (Military Base, 

Regional Airport, County Fair, Mall) 

+ $240k – More Attack Animations, 2 

New Allies, 2 New Shelter Upgrades.  

+ $260k – More Character Creation 

Options, More Zombie Variety, Post-

Release Game Modifiers  

+ $300k – The City Area (High risk, 

high reward), 1 New Ally  

+ $330k – Animals Added, Dog Allies 

Added 

+ $360k – Mini-Expansion For Backers 

After Release (Adds military-grade 

weapons and zones of control) 
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by composer Lena Chappelle. The Saturday Kickstarter update from Rock, Paper, Shotgun 

reminded readers that Dead State was out there, and mentioned the new donation tiers.  And 

finally, after the end of a difficult second week and partway into the third, the Dead State 

Kickstarter hit its 

funding goal of 

$150,000 on Friday, June 

22nd, on its 18th day. 

Almost immediately, the 

press suddenly came 

flooding in, and the 

Catch-22 of Kickstarters 

reared its head: that 

many outlets won't 

report on the project 

until after it reaches its 

funding goal, but 

reaching that goal in the 

first place requires press 

attention. However, any 

press was good press, 

and the sudden influx of attention from sites like Destructoid, The Escapist, and GameSpy 

definitely did their part to bounce the numbers up even further. After reaching the first stretch 

goal at $180K – the Weapon Pack – DoubleBear released the list of the other stretch goals to 

much player excitement and discussion.  

Shortly after releasing the information about the new stretch goals, another update featured an 

explanation/sneak preview of the Hospital area by Lead Artist Oscar Velzi, which garnered a lot 

of positive comments and saw Dead State threads on multiple forums get bumped up in the 

ranks with the new attention. Brian followed up with a post about the world and fiction of Dead 

State, and showed work-in-progress versions of the collectibles that graphic artist Brandon 

Vodvarka had created for the "Splendid Box." Brian and Oscar participated in a Reddit AMA – 

"Ask Me Anything" – that was a large success: fans seemed impressed and excited about being 

able to talk with two of Dead State's leads so directly, and further spread the word about the 

positive interactions. Annie and Oscar helped to coordinate a fundraiser with the notorious 

gaming website RPG Codex which would feature special rewards. And of course, Brian spent the 

entire time at his computer, answering countless emails and keeping a hawk-like watch on the 

Kickstarter comment section. 

Kickstarter Update Funding Plan 

 

Annie & Brian share new funding ideas with everyone in a Kickstarter update. 
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With less than five days to go before the project wrapped – and the third stretch goal not quite 

reached at $240K – the pressure was on for the Dead State team to attract more attention. 

Annie and Brian posted a playful video update with fake ideas about how to contribute more to 

the game (such as holding a bake sale, entering a life of crime, or utilizing time travel to get 

rich). Brian introduced a new donation tier: “The Radio,” which offered backers access to 

exclusive sneak previews and updates. He accompanied this with an enticing piece of concept 

art from Mazin showing two potential higher-tier rewards, a crash axe and a dog ally. The Dead 

State team continued to urge devoted backers to message news sites and friends about the 

project, hoping to spread the word further, and Brian pointed out that if X number of people 

upped their pledges by just a few bucks, everybody would have access to a stretch goal. As 

proof of how incredible the contributors to the game were, hundreds of people did just that. 
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Brian & Oscar Reddit “Ask Me Anything” (AMA) 

On June 28, 2012, Oscar and Brian participated in an AMA on Reddit. Here are some of the best Q&As: 

From fistful_of_dollars: 

"Brian, huge fan of the writing and tactics of Vampire: TMB. What new ideas does Dead State bring to the table given the long 

history of zombie / end-of-the-world games?" 

Response from Brian: 

" Dead State is the zombie game about humans. The zombies in our game aren't a direct threat, but a slow, creeping, ever-present 

danger. They are always out there, but humans – both enemies and allies – are more dangerous. For example, if you run out of 

food and morale starts to drop, allies might start to lose faith in you, and some that were already not fans of you might use the 

opportunity to move against you. Human enemies in combat are far more dangerous than individual zombies, and if they start 

shooting, they make noise that attracts zombies, making the situation even more dangerous. We really don't want to make a 

'shoot zombies, lol' game – this is a game that concentrates on the human survival instinct and what it drives people to do." 

From Pimpollo818: 

" Hey Brian, considering that the focus of the game is on humanity and how it develops under the duress of a zombie apocalypse, 

what are your goals in writing the characters for the game? Are you going to explore sociopolitical themes such as: misogyny, 

racism, sexism, class issues, drug abuse, and morality? Thanks for reading and answering our questions!" 

Response from Brian: 

" We definitely don't want to shy away from obvious issues that come with throwing a bunch of humans together and turning up 

the tension, but we don't want to end up doing anything that's closer to exploitation or cliché. We're handling it in a pretty mature 

way. Also, we want to make sure the player feels that they are the leader and people are more upset by their choices than their 

race or gender, which would get old pretty quick. If we throw in sociopolitical commentary, it will be subtle – I hate being beat 

over the head with that stuff. It just smacks of a writer trying too hard. Hope that makes sense. I definitely could have emphasized 

some of the scenarios in our game for controversy points in the press (coughLara Croftcough) but I hate doing that sort of thing." 

From Ajzzz: 

" Launching the Kickstarter campaign at the same time as all the e3 stories, and being relatively unknown compared to Schafer, 

Gilbert, Fargo, Stackpole, and Weisman, did you worry that it would be a real struggle to get Dead State funded? What do you 

know about your fanbase?" 

Response from Brian: 

" It's a struggle to get press for Kickstarters these days. Press is tired of them and some have told us they won't cover them. 

However, we've managed to get a lot of press lately and have done pretty much every interview offered to us – a lot of great 

places interviewed us. What people need to know is that fan word of mouth is just as powerful, if not more so – keep letting 

people know about Dead State! That's how the hype kicks in for the last week.  

Also, it was funny that the press was so disappointed with E3 and lack of RPGs, and decided to spend the week bitching about it 

than cover projects that were doing something different and weren't sequels or licenses. We probably would have done better 

launching around March or so (when KS was all the rage), but we felt it was very important to show off our game in our video 

rather than just say "we're cool, give us money." We stand by that decision." 
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Excitement from the team was high in the final 24 hours. Enthusiasm from forums and within the 

Kickstarter comment section had driven the total pledges from about $220K to $280K within the 

last three days, and the Dead State team was prepared to call that number final. The KickTraq 

projection had put Dead State's Kickstarter earnings as ending in the $270-290K range, at about 

187% of goal, and everything seemed right about on target. "I was already elated. I hoped we'd 

get that much and hit at least the $260,000 stretch goal, but with how everything had gone so 

far I didn't know for sure," Annie recalled. "I didn't want to hope for more. I thought it would be 

unfair of me. I still couldn't even wrap my head around how amazing people had been even at 

that point." 

But the community wasn't done yet. From the sounds on the forums – which had their share of 

people shrugging their shoulders at the $300K goal and going "oh well" – another faction was 

getting louder and louder in support of the $300K tier, declaring that they wanted that City area, 

and they were determined to get it. Chatters from places like NeoGAF brought up Brian's writing 

in Vampire the Masquerade: Bloodlines, and Dead State's similarity to previous titles like Fallout, 

X-Com, and Suikoden –  and backers goaded each other into upping or even doubling their 

pledges. The frenzy pushed the Dead State forum topics higher and higher on their relative 

boards, spiraling the numbers upward. As more people talked about the project, the more new 

people saw it, backed it, and talked about how and why they backed it – attracting even more 

new people, and so on.  

Finally, with only three hours to go, the donations hit $300K. Contributors had made the project 

reach the stretch goal they were dreaming of – they would have their City. 

But the donations didn't stop.  

After a short pause, where some donations wavered, there was suddenly a resurgence. The 

numbers kept growing, and at a faster pace. Forums that had previously doubted that the City 

goal could be achieved had started to wonder about the next goal – $330K, which would include 

animals. Suddenly forums started to get flooded with cute pictures of puppies and kittens as 

posters clamored for the Animals stretch goal. The time ticked down – two hours, one hour, 30 

minutes – and at $315K, the amount was impressive, but still shy of the goal. 

With less than 15 minutes to go on the Kickstarter clock, a backer posted on the Kickstarter chat 

that they were thinking of upping their pledge to $5K, and asked if others were thinking of 

doing the same. Another backer agreed to do so if the total donation number hit $325K – and 

then another said they'd go in if the others did. Others in the thread promised they would up 

their pledges as much as they could (some even going so far as to say they'd be subsisting on 

Kraft and Ramen for a month so they could do so). Finally, one by one, all three of the promised 
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$5K backers pitched in, followed by a flood of smaller pledges. At 2:15 PM PST, July 5, 2012, the 

Dead State Kickstarter closed at $332,635. Not only was the game funded successfully, but it 

met six of its Stretch Goals – including the Animal tier. 

  

Kickstarter Character Concepts 

 
A pair of concepts from artist Mazin Kassis showing the Crash Axe and Dog Ally. 
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A Look at the Raw Data 

 

 

 

Tracking data for the Dead State Kickstarter, courtesy of KickTraq 
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Everyone on DoubleBear was blown away by the news, and as the forums filled with excited 

posts and the comment section flooded with an outpouring of admiration and thanks to the 

high-end backers, the whole of the Dead State team breathed a sigh of relief. Eurogamer, 

CinemaBlend, Shacknews, and other outlets would follow with stories about the close of the 

Kickstarter. The most difficult work was yet to come, but knowing the project would be funded 

and that over 10,000 people had backed it was incredible – and definitely cause for relief.  

  

Best News All Year 

 
Image courtesy of KickTraq 
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Stage 3: Epidemic 

Into High Gear 

With the Kickstarter’s completion, new funding enabled part-time contributors to become full-

timers, and occasional members were brought on to work part-time. Nick's protégé, Evgeniy 

"Eugene" Mykytiuk, joined the team as a junior programmer, and artist Jason Noe joined as a 3D 

modeler. The team also decided to invest in a fascinating bit of software that used Microsoft's 

Kinect device for rudimentary motion capture, allowing for much more specific animations for 

characters in a fraction of the time. Oscar and his art team started speedily cranking out updates 

to the Shelter layout, new props, and new areas for the game. Nick and Eugene began steady 

work on the combat system, ironing out the critical Noise mechanic that would influence 

combat in the game. 

The Kickstarter 

money also offered 

unique new 

opportunities for 

some members of 

the team. Ivan, Nick, 

and Eugene – who 

lived in Rivne, 

Ukraine – pooled 

their money to rent 

an apartment as a 

shared office. Oscar 

was able to take on 

art lead 

responsibilities full-

time, and other 

members of the art 

team started learning additional skills like texturing and 3D modeling to help contribute more to 

the game. 

Funding also meant added responsibilities. In addition to design, writing, keeping up with the 

forums, writing Kickstarter updates, and handling the basic business of managing the project, 

Brian had to familiarize himself with the Kickstarter financial system, and organize how to pay an 

international team. Annie pointed out that they needed organizational help, and they needed it 

fast. "There’s only so much I could do on the project," Brian admits. "At the point we were at, we 

Dead State Team Video Q&A 

 

Brian shows off his personal plan for surviving the zombie apocalypse. 
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needed another eye on organization and also to train someone up for the rest of the project, 

PAX, demo, release – all that stuff that should be considered by more than just the lead." 

Fortunately, Christina Ramey, whom Annie had met that summer at Seattle's Geek Girl Con and 

pushed to apply to DoubleBear, was brought on to the team in February 2013 as a Producer – 

and she wasted no time whipping the team into shape. She updated Dead State’s wiki, brought 

the team onto Assembla – a combination source control solution and bugfixing database – and 

immediately prepared a list of tasks for each team member. "Ultimately, Christina became a 

fourth pillar (along with design, programming, and art) for the structure and production of the 

project," Brian recalls. "[The] difference in our asset creation oversight was immediately 

noticeable and full of a lot more colorful charts and stern emails. I don’t even want to think 

about what would have happened had we not, yet again, lucked out and brought on the right 

person for the project."  

Christina also proved valuable to the design side of the project. "It’s really easy to hire a bad 

producer," Brian points out, "but having a good one makes every lead’s life so much easier. Also, 

unlike many producers, Christina also assists on the design, thus actually producing something 

tangible relating to the game." 

A much-needed organization was brought to the Dead State team, and the group was ready to 

face their next development challenge. 

If It’s a Fight You Want… 

Funding established and a producer acquired, the team set their sights on the alpha build of 

Dead State. Christina began work on a pre-order site for the game – which would give the team 

additional funds to allow for emergency expenses and a larger promotional budget for expos 

and advertising. Brian created a Kickstarter update that would keep backers informed of the 

team’s progress, and highlight the tactical nature of the game’s combat in Dead State.  

While work began on the town of Llano, one of the starter areas for the game, Brian consulted 

with the other leads regarding the possibility of changing the party control method from AI to 

full player control: a significant change to the feel of the game and the flow of combat. "Chiefly 

this stems from issues that I have seen with ally AI," Brian admitted in an email, "but mostly 

because I'm worried of what might happen if players don't feel like they don't have enough 

control over their combat success." The decision was made to show computer-controlled allies 

in the combat video, but pursue the possibility of player control behind the scenes and make a 

later decision based on its viability as a system. 

By early March, a build with all the key combat features – line-of-sight, upgraded enemy UI, ally 

AI, door bashing, looting, and lockpicking – was in, and Brian and Annie put together a video 

exhaustively highlighting all the features of combat, and pointing out other systems the team 
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would soon add. Sound 

Designer Zack Quarles 

had recently joined the 

team, and had already 

begun turning out 

sounds for Dead State 

at a surprising rate, 

fleshing out the 

combat demo with 

updated bashing, 

moaning, and shooting 

noises. On March 15, 

2013, the Kickstarter 

update went live, and a 

pair of articles from 

Rock, Paper, Shotgun – 

with others from 

additional sites, such as Polygon, PC Gamer, the Escapist, and Forbes  – following soon after. 

Dead State was riding high again, and Brian was happy to share the good feelings with the team 

in an update: 

I'm always scared to show off works in progress because I'm worried that they will be judged on 

what they are rather than what they are becoming. But people (mostly) get it and they're very 

excited about  what we're making. That's a feeling that can't be undervalued when you're 

making a game. . . . It's a very good position to be in and it will help make the later stages of the 

project roll out much more smoothly.  

 

Thanks everyone for making a great first impression. I know it hasn't always been easy to work on 

the game because of distance and budget, and for that, you should be especially proud of the 

way the demo has come together. . . . I'm proud of what we've accomplished so far, and just like 

our fans, I can't wait to see what this team does in the upcoming months.  

 

Supergreen 

With the team riding high from the combat video and with the alpha date approaching, Brian 

decided it was time to start thinking about the game’s distribution. About a week after the 

combat video went up on YouTube – at which point it had already collected over 55,000 views – 

Brian announced that he'd put Dead State up on Steam's Greenlight program. Greenlight allows 

game creators to submit their work-in-progress games for inclusion into the Steam distribution 

service, and users vote for or against titles they would like to see included for future purchase. 

Dead State Combat Video on RPS 

 

A screenshot of the Rock Paper Shotgun article on Dead State’s combat video. 
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At the time of the team update, Dead State had been on Greenlight less than 12 hours – and 

was already 11% of the way towards the Top 100 of games submitted. 

Just one week after its entry on Greenlight, Dead State was 89% of the way to the Top 100, and 

just two days later, it made the list: #93, and still rising rapidly. By April 5th, it had risen #79 and 

was still rising, and the team bugged Brian excitedly for updates on the exhaustive Greenlight 

metrics. 

Christina Ramey interview, August 2013 

This interview was conducted by Christopher Floyd and originally posted on the Indie Megabooth website on August 20, 

2013. 

What’s your name, and where are you from? 

My name is Christina Ramey, and I’m from DoubleBear Productions in Seattle, WA. 

Tell us about your team. 

There are 15 people from several different countries all working together to create Dead State. I’m the producer – it’s my 

job to keep track of everyone’s progress, make sure we’re hitting our milestone targets, and write a comically high volume 

of emails. 

What are you showing at the MEGABOOTH? 

Dead State, the zombie survival RPG about humans. Dead State was Kickstarted just last summer, and the team’s been 

charging ahead full speed ever since! 

How does it play? 

Dead State is a tactical RPG that portrays the gritty reality of long-term survival in a post-apocalyptic world. You don’t 

gain experience by grinding through combat; instead, advancement happens more organically as you explore the forever-

altered landscape of central Texas, scavenge for supplies, and try to keep up morale among your growing pack of fellow 

survivors. 

Why should PAXers come and check it out? 

For the first time ever, gamers will have a chance to get some hands-on experience with Dead State and meet a few of the 

heavy-hitters behind DoubleBear Productions. We’ll also have a limited supply of some brand new merchandise with us, 

so we encourage everyone to come see us early on during the show! 

What’s an interesting insight about DoubleBear Productions? 

We have quite a few hardcore tactical RPG fans on our team, so Dead State is our ultimate tribute to the classics of the 

genre. Everyone on the team is working extra hard to make sure we hit the sweet spots that made the old favorites so 

timeless while also delivering a brand new original experience. Basically, we’re making the game we’ve always wanted to 

play! 
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On April 17, Brian got a very special email from Valve, the curators and creators of Steam: Dead 

State, along with 18 other hotly-anticipated titles, had been officially Greenlit. DoubleBear's 

project – the product of the love and hard work of less than two dozen people – was going to 

be available for sale on the largest digital distribution platform in the world. 

"All I really need to say about Steam is look at its user base, look at how many people buy 

games on Steam, and look at what Steam promotion or sales do for a product," Brian declares. 

"If Steam isn’t your first consideration as a PC developer in 2014, you’re either not very good at 

the business end of things, or you’re wrapped up in a super secret delivery system that 

downloads games to PCs with just a thought and deposits the payments into bank accounts in 

1950 through time travel, leaving the developers with 60 years of interest on top of their sale. If 

that really is a thing, please give me a call." 

Super Mega 

One of the team’s key goals 

was to show Dead State at the 

2013 Penny Arcade Expo: not 

only was the Prime version in 

Seattle, but its late-summer 

timing made it perfect to 

show off a solid work-in-

progress Dead State to tens of 

thousands of potential fans. 

The best method of showing 

the game at PAX was via the 

Indie Megabooth – a 

"superbooth" consisting of 

dozens of individual indie 

game companies showing off 

games in booth spaces about 

10-by-10 feet, instead of the 

gargantuan 600+ square foot 

spaces that AAA studios were reserving to show off single games. Fire Hose Games developer 

Kelly Wallick introduced the Indie Megabooth at PAX East 2012 in Boston, where it was a huge 

success. After that, more and more indie developers were jumping on the Megabooth 

bandwagon – making space for the PAX Prime 2013 Indie Megabooth a hotly pursued prize.  

With the help of fellow indie developers Michelle Juett Silva and James Silva (of Ska Studios), 

DoubleBear was able to get a hold of Wallick and put in their application – and on June 5, the 

Dead State at PAX Prime 2013 

 

The Dead State team at the DoubleBear booth, PAX Prime 2013 – 

from L to R: Mazin Kassis, Oscar Velzi, Christina Ramey, Jake Ramey, 

Brian Mitsoda, Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda 
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team found out DoubleBear had won a coveted spot in the Megabooth. More good news 

followed not long after: Intel® donated a powerful laptop for demoing the game and a 

television to show gameplay, Mad Catz® donated keyboards and mice, and Creative Labs kicked 

in for speakers and headphones. Everything was coming together on the Megabooth end: now 

it was time for DoubleBear to step up and make everything work. 

One major task DoubleBear’s management settled on was to fly Oscar Velzi, the art lead, all the 

way out from Buenos Aires to Seattle to help show Dead State at PAX. Though it would be his 

first trip to Seattle, there was little time for sight-seeing: Oscar was set to arrive the day before 

the show started and leave early the day after it closed. In short, sandwiched between his 17 

hour flights would be four days of showing the game to thousands of fans. Not exactly a 

relaxing vacation! 

Shortly before PAX's opening, two surprise volunteers helped filled out the booths’ workforce. 

Jake Ramey, Christina's husband (and newly christened tester and "science guy" for DoubleBear) 

not only helped create a unique and handy set piece for the booth – a handmade, working 

evaporative cooler – but stepped in as a booth runner alongside Annie, and volunteered his 

time for all four days of PAX to help out. Jonathan Chan had been helping out with elements of 

the demo (and was brought on formally as a programmer shortly after PAX ended), and would 

be occasionally on hand to help out at the booth. In addition to this, scarcely two days before 

PAX opened, artist Mazin Kassis mailed Brian and Christina saying he was going to spend a day 

driving up to Seattle from his home in northern California, and offered to help out at PAX. 

Thankfully, the team was able to procure tickets for all four days of PAX (no mean feat 

considering the show had been sold out for months), and Mazin was on board to assist. 

"This was my eighth PAX," Annie recalls, "but nothing at all compares to showing a game that a 

company you work for is hosting and one you brought there yourself. I'm honestly shocked that 

I got any sleep the night before it at all." 

Thursday evening, everyone got to relax over a celebratory pre-PAX dinner of Brian's special 

baked ziti, and team members who had never met before got to sit down, chat, and relax before 

the madness of PAX began. Everyone knew the show last year drew over 70,000 attendees, and 

this year had added an extra day to the schedule. It wasn't a big stretch of the imagination to 

presume that things were going to be busy. But nobody knew exactly how crazy things were 

about to become. 
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Jake, Crafter Extraordinaire 

Jake Ramey – in addition to being an exceptional tester – also possesses an affinity for creating all manner of fantastic 

and fascinating items, which he’s used at both PAX 2013 and 2014 to wow crowds. Here is the man in his own words, 

talking about each of his creations. 

PAX 2013 – Handmade Swamp Cooler 

Electricity use at PAX is limited, and since PAX can get very warm and fragrant I decided to use some random parts I 

had laying around to hack together a simple cooling fan we could take onto the showroom floor and use in the 

booth.  I attached copper water tubing in a spiral around the face of a normal stand fan using zip ties, then used some 

hose clamps and dishwasher fittings to connect the copper tubing to a clear poly hose.  The hose ran into a cheap 

Styrofoam cooler, where I had a big block of ice and an aquarium pump.  The pump had just enough power to slowly 

circulate the ice-cold water through the copper tubing, where it chilled the air that was leaving the fan - keeping us 

nice and cool while we worked the booth.  I was actually very surprised at how effective the cooling fan turned out to 

be - I had to keep it off in the morning before things got warmed up because it was too cold!  The temperature rise 

on the water passing through the fan was impressive - It left the cooler at about 36 degrees on its way to the fan, and 

got up to 66 degrees by the time it was discharged back into the Styrofoam cooler.  For a hacked together AC 

substitute, it soaked up a lot of heat! 

PAX 2014 – Dead State’s Tire Armor 

The first thought that went through my head when I saw the concept art for the Tire Armor was "I could totally make 

that."  About a month before PAX 2014 I moved into a new house, and when clearing some weeds from the yard I 

discovered an old damaged tire - Clearly this was a sign that it was time for me to take a terrible idea and turn it into 

poorly executed reality!  I poured over the Tire Armor concept art to get accurate measurements and proportions, and 

then almost immediately threw those out the window once I discovered that cutting up tires is REALLY HARD.  I was 

working with an old steel-belted radial tire, when meant that the entire structure was reinforced with steel wires and 

cables woven into the hardened rubber.  Not one to be deterred by unexpected difficulties or questions of "Hey 

Jacob, why are your hands bleeding?" I grabbed my tools and spent an hour or two a night hewing the panel sections 

I needed out of the tire.  Once I had the rough sections all cut, I ground down the sharp wires left exposed with a 

dremel and used a power drill to punch holes in them so they could be laced together using paracord.  I tied the 

breastplate and pauldrons together to a hubcap I found on the side of the road, and completed the ensemble with 

construction knee pads and some children's rollerblading guards I found at a thrift store.  I wound up only wearing it 

once during PAX, and it was exactly as uncomfortable as it looks. 

 

One thing I can say for certain after struggling to cut up that tire:  I would absolutely trust Tire Armor to protect me 

from somebody chewing through or stop a knife!  Tires are tough. 
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Good Expo-sure 

Two words summed up the PAX experience for DoubleBear: positive madness. The Indie 

Megabooth was the standout hit of the show. Hordes of people packed the area from the 

moment the show floor opened to the moment it closed, and they loved everything that they 

saw. 

The routine for the 

DoubleBear crew was 

simple but 

straightforward, and 

while usually things 

went off without a hitch, 

not everything went so 

smoothly. Friday, the 

first day of PAX, saw the 

team get so snarled up 

in traffic that they barely 

got in and everything 

set up and working 

before the doors 

opened at 10 AM. Being 

late, unfortunately, 

caused the team to 

completely miss out on 

the “press showing,” 

where media came in an 

hour before the show 

began, giving them a chance to walk the floor and check out games before the show opened to 

the public. 

However, the team had some fantastic help, both from within and without. Not only did the 

assigned booth crew of Oscar, Brian, Annie, Jake, and Christina work smoothly together, but 

other DoubleBear crew lent a hand as well: both Jonathan and Mazin showed up nearly every 

day to help out, despite not being assigned to do so. And as always, PAX's dedicated workforce 

of Enforcers did an amazing job, including the booth's assigned Enforcer, The Solution, who 

indeed lived up to his nickname by finding swift fixes for any issues the team experienced and 

PAX Prime 2013 Booth Time 

 

The booth’s assigned Enforcer, “The Solution,” helps the team make sure the 

demo station is working. 
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made regular rounds to be certain everyone was doing well and everything was in working 

order. 

One of the most unexpected hits of the booth was a 

little gimmick that Brian and Annie had thought up 

hardly a week prior to the show called the "Can of 

Mystery," after an item in the game that was a simple 

unlabeled can. Before PAX, Annie took a shot of a 

normal can with the label on – dated and saved for 

posterity – before removing the label and hiding it 

away. The PAX booth displayed the can prominently 

next to a list inviting people to guess its contents – 

the winners would receive a shirt in the Dead State 

logo of their choice, and simply for writing down a 

guess, everyone would get a DoubleBear button.  

This simple little game turned out to be one of the 

best methods to bring people to the booth: even 

someone uninterested in the project could be coaxed 

over to give a guess, and while they pondered their 

answer, the team member in charge of the can could 

give a little introduction to the game, and hand the 

guesser a pre-order card along with their button if they were interested. Disinterested onlookers 

became passionate fans: key phrases like "turn-based combat," "in-depth relationships between 

characters," and "like Fallout" or "X-Com" piqued many people’s interest. By the time the winner 

was chosen, over nine college-ruled notebook pages were full of guesses. 

One of the key highlights of DoubleBear's PAX experience was their 15-minute segment on the 

popular streaming website TwitchTV, where Oscar played the game in the background as Brian 

was interviewed live in one of PAX's biggest booths. Though it was apparent the interviewer 

didn't know much at all about the game, his interested questions and positive responses drew a 

lot of new fan attention to Dead State, and seeing the game blown up on massive screens 

shown across PAX's Exhibition hall was a major treat for every member of the team. 

One concern the team had was telling backers the tough news that had been a fact internally for 

nearly a month: Dead State needed to push back its release date. The scope of the game had 

been daunting enough, but the feedback collected from the combat demo – which had never 

been released in a playable version – had been valuable enough to cause some reworking. To 

set loose a PAX demo without any time left to make tweaks in response to player comments 

seemed like a sad waste: thus it was the burden of the team to let everyone know that the 

Can of Mystery! 

The contents of the “Can Of Mystery,” 

circa PAX Prime 2013 – Sliced Beets! 
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release date had been 

shifted. Thankfully, 

none of the fans 

seemed to mind – 

some Kickstarter 

backers even said 

they were pleased 

that the game was 

taking the time that it 

needed to "get done 

right," and that they 

were glad to hear that 

feedback from the 

demo was going to 

be taken into account.  

Towards that end, it 

was a frequent sight 

to see one team 

member giving a 

demo while the other closely observed the player and wrote down their reactions: by the end of 

PAX, the team had filled multiple notebooks with notes to fix everything from weapon damage 

to UI tweaks to grammatical errors. Though the occasional error (and very rare crash) made the 

team wince and rush to fix the problem, the sight of players finally getting their hands on Dead 

State and running around in its world was exhilarating. 

On 6:10 PM on Monday, September 2nd, after dozens of talking with fans and showing the 

game, the exhibition hall doors were closed, and PAX Prime 2013 was finally over. Once again, 

the mad press of preparation was ready to be stilled for a few days before everyone got back to 

the tricky business of making games. 

After striking the booth, DoubleBear team met up for food and a few celebratory drinks. Though 

conversation was more tired and sparse, the mood was triumphant, and the feeling was clear: if 

we did so well here, we can do anything. 

  

PAX Prime 2013 Twitch 

 

Oscar and Brian demo the game for the Twitch.tv Stream. 
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Stage 4: Pandemic 

All Access Pass 

The DoubleBear team allowed themselves a brief break to recover from the PAX madness before 

diving back into development. The team knew that their new challenge would be: incorporate 

the feedback from the players at the show into real, actionable items. 

Not long after the show's close, Steam introduced "Early Access," a way for games to release 

early builds for gamers to get their hands on before the formal release. The team immediately 

began working on an expanded version of the PAX Prime demo to be called Dead State: The 

First Seven Days, and taking place over the first week of the game – a significantly greater chunk 

than the PAX earlier demo. This would be the first significant segment of the game released to 

the public. 

However, there was a hitch. There was some confusion among fans and Kickstarter backers 

about how they would gain access to the demo. A small number of people didn't want to use 

Steam, and were agitated that they had no other way to get the demo. Patient monitoring of the 

forums by the tireless mods DrunkZombie and Caidoz as well as Christina and Brian helped to 

lessen the consternation felt by some players, and thankfully, turn a lot of negative feelings into 

positive ones. 

As release day neared, the team did their best to gear up for the occasion, posting Annie's Early 

Access Game Manual early, creating special forums for the demo and threads for bug tracking, 

and frantically testing the build to make sure it was solid before submitting it to Steam. Though 

it was delayed by a few days because of an awkward build process and some last-minute soft-

lock issues, finally Dead State: The First Seven Days made it to Steam, and the team breathed a 

short sigh of relief before nervously eyeing the game's place in the Steam charts. Fortunately, 

they were not disappointed: Dead State, even in Early Access, rocketed up the charts, earning a 

placement on their front page reserved solely for their top sellers. 
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 Of course, no demo is bug-free, and Brian was bothered by some of the hitches that Dead 

State; The First Seven Days experienced. “It wasn't a 100% happy moment,” he admits. “It felt 

like a relief to have it out . . .  [but] it’s very difficult for an RPG to go out early, because RPGs are 

such a collection of systems, and you know, if even one or two of those systems aren't working, 

the whole thing can seem to fall apart.” Brian was determined to start immediate work on an 

update featuring some of the items and areas that had to be cut previously. Work got off to a 

good start – but something dangerous was about to put in a definite delay. 

Global Team, Global Awareness 

By late February 2014, protests in Kiev, Ukraine, were receiving worldwide attention. Many of the 

country's citizens were upset with their president's decision to turn down membership in the 

European Union, and had taken to the Maidan – a famous public square – to show their 

displeasure. When the Ukrainian Parliament took extreme measures to end the protests, 

essentially outlawing them, the protests erupted into riots, many of them violent. Though the 

Ukrainian team members of Iron Tower / DoubleBear were far to the west of much of the 

fighting, even the offices of their local government were occupied in protest, and the team as a 

whole were very concerned with their "satellite studio" in Rivne. 

A Shot Of Glory 

        

Dead State’s early access on the front page of Steam – a slot given to their Top 10 sellers. Image courtesy of Valve. 
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A thread appeared on the demo section of the DoubleBear forums titled "Thoughts and prayers 

for DoubleBear team in Ukraine," and multiple users wrote offering their well wishes, good 

thoughts, and even serious offers of asylum. Though the tone of the thread occasionally turned 

hostile against the forces involved in the conflict, it thankfully focused on the hope that 

everything would turn out okay for all involved – a heartening gesture for human nature as a 

whole, especially for a game focused on its darker elements. 

Close to Home 

While the team did their best to adapt to a difficult situation in Ukraine, Brian was attempting to 

adapt to a more mundane but still tricky one for DoubleBear. The company was faced with a 

problem that is both common and troublesome for indies: finding talent who can hit the ground 

running and being able to pay them an equitable salary for their skill and experience. Brian 

explains: 

So, most of the people on the team are juniors, or had not shipped a product, or made a game... 

But for design, I needed someone to be able to jump in, that I trusted to get the job done, trusted 

that they knew what they were doing, so I could take some stuff of my schedule, as I need to 

manage the business, writing, levels – so I was looking for someone to take on more system and 

combat roles. I was talking with someone I'd worked with before and had a great relationship with 

as a designer and a friend, and one of the realities of a small business is you do not have the 

money or the insurance leverage to throw around that a large company does, and that has been 

one of the hardest parts of putting together a team, is being able to find people to work on indie 

games who are all right with the budget being what it is. So we couldn’t' work something out, and 

we were several months behind after losing out on being able to work with another senior 

designer, and things weren't aligning there, and we had been lacking a senior designer for some 

time, and that meant that a lot of stuff that would have gone to a second or even third designer 

was all on me, and I didn't feel comfortable with that, but the reality of being on a small team is I 

have to do those tasks, no one else is gonna do those tasks.  

A twist of fate improved things. The end date of Annie's contract with Bungie was coming up, 

and she decided to join the team full-time to help ship the game. "It was really perfect timing," 

Annie recalled. "Obviously I wasn't 100% up to date on everything that had been going on day-

to-day, but I had a pretty good handle on everything, and could jump into looking at some 

major systems right from day one." 

Annie’s new full-time involvement on the project allowed her to leap into multiple systems – 

writing characters, creating levels, updating systems, and creating rough UI layouts – and 

provide support for different aspects of the project. With the additional support on writing and 

systems, Brian could focus more on scripting and game pacing, and other elements were 

buoyed as a result. 
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As the summer progressed, two major elements loomed large on the horizon: public beta, and 

PAX Prime 2014… and the goal of the team was to have the former ready in time for the latter. 

The team kicked themselves into high gear to get a solid build prepared for a private beta, 

which was given to close friends (many of them also game developers themselves), and 

Kickstarter backers brave enough to devote large amounts of time to playing and writing up 

feedback on the game. In addition, Annie and Brian called on an old friend – AJ Thompson, who 

was responsible for some of the most exciting and creative trailers for Guild Wars 2 – to help put 

together a trailer to play during PAX, and to help draw a new and enthusiastic audience to Dead 

State. 

AJ on creating the Dead State trailer 

When DoubleBear started the final push of development in the summer of 2014, they knew they’d need 

something to help pique the interest not only of longtime fans, but people who had never heard of the 

game before. Shedding the stigma and erroneous belief that Dead State was “just another zombie game” 

was proving to be a little difficult, and the team knew that they’d need something really striking to attract 

attention. 

Fortunately, that’s where the talents of AJ Thompson came in. Though AJ was busy not only with a full-time 

job at ArenaNet® but several other major projects, he collaborated with Annie and Brian to craft a script and 

pacing, and worked closely QA Tester Jake Ramey to acquire special saved games and camera tricks to get 

the footage he needed. Here, AJ talks a bit about his creative process for working on the trailer:  

“I started working on it a little later than I probably should have due to some other things happening around 

the same exact time. In fact, August was trying to kill me, and it nearly succeeded, but that's another story 

for another day.  

 

“So there I was, script on the screen, vague call-outs for TV’s turning on, channel changes, particular content 

they want shown in game, etc. I started letting my mind just wander and I started remembering some of the 

rough, trippy, and grungy "old TV" stuff Oliver Stone did with Natural Born Killers in particular. I felt like 

those kinds of ideas would play nicely with this trailer theme that the Bears were going for with Dead State, 

so I set out to develop some ideas based on that early inspiration.  

 

“After some initial experiments cutting between sample video game footage and some misc local newscast 

footage, and showing a handful of close friends my examples, I knew I was onto something cool. So, I 

charged ahead full speed with the idea. Between polishing the motion graphics bits (titles, flickers and pops 

of static and distortion, channel changes, etc.) and capturing (and re-capturing) in-game footage for 

plugging into my edit, I was quickly balancing two full time jobs simultaneously (my regular daytime gig, and 

then this new full-time night gig).  

 

“But in the end, the result is a pretty cool video with a theme/mood that I've never had the chance to do 

before, and it made me want to do a lot more stuff in this same vein in the future. You always walk away 

from a project going "I could have done X, Y, or Z better" (In my case it's the SFX/audio mixing) but I feel 

pretty good about where the trailer landed considering the events and conditions surrounding its creation. I 

did worry about needing an epilepsy warning jokingly, but so far no reports of any events yet.” 
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With PAX 2014 only a month away, there was no official word about which companies were 

invited into the Indie Megabooth, and many indie developers started to get nervous that they 

wouldn’t be selected. Whispers circulated that it was best for devs to apply for private show 

space just in case the Indie Megabooth was full, and poor show organization resulted in 

developers actually having to contact the convention center to find out if they’d been accepted, 

instead of the other way around. Many indie companies were turned down for show floor space, 

making the wait for the Megabooth organization all the more stressful – for both the 

Megabooth organizers as well as the other developers. Thankfully, as July started to draw to a 

close, DoubleBear got word that they’d once again made it into the Indie Megabooth, and 

pushed even harder to get the game not only ready to demo on the show floor, but to have the 

public beta ready at the same time. 

Ultra Mega 

As PAX approached, the 

whole DoubleBear team 

buckled down to try and 

take the game from the 

loose form of the private 

beta to a sleeker, more 

cohesive build for the 

public beta. And with PAX – 

and all its crazy demands – 

approaching at light speed, 

the team was under intense 

pressure to juggle several 

major tasks at once. 

Christina sent out missives 

to press outlets alerting 

them to the upcoming beta; 

Annie hurriedly ordered 

cards to label with Steam codes for the game; and Oscar and his fiancée Marina prepared to 

head off to Seattle – a journey that would take over 20 hours. 

After Oscar and Marina arrived safely in the Pacific Northwest, even hiccups in the build 

schedule didn’t hold up the manic preparations for PAX. In a matter of days, AJ finished and 

presented multiple works in progress of the trailer, which zipped along smooth iterations to be 

Dead State at PAX Prime 2014 

 

Programmer Jonathan Chan posing by the DoubleBear booth. 
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ready not only for the internet, but showing on a loop at PAX. The public beta was released to 

acclaim, with many fans surprised at how much more content it offered. And thanks to last-

minute trips and the wonder of two-day shipping from online orders, the DoubleBear team 

found themselves primed – albeit exhausted and a bit sleep-deprived – for another PAX Prime. 

But this time, they were experienced, and ready 

to tackle the expo wholeheartedly. 

“We were still in Beta mode when we started 

setting up for PAX,” admitted Brian. “We really 

weren't ready for PAX until Friday morning, and 

by the time the doors opened, the booth looked 

great and we were psyched to show the Beta 

work off.” 

The game looked great, the trailer brought a lot 

of eyes to the booth, and once again, the Can of 

Mystery charmed onlookers with the puzzle of 

guessing what was inside (Top three guesses: 

cranberry sauce, refried beans, and dog food. It 

was sauerkraut). Christina, in a display of 

superlative producer powers, worked up a 

carefully-organized schedule for booth shifts, so 

that everyone had time to relax, visit (or sit in on) 

panels, check out other stuff at the show, or just 

get away from PAX for food or a breather.  

As with the previous year, the Indie Megabooth 

was packed full of stuff to see, and was again the 

highlight of the show. This time through, the 

organizers allotted more space for aisles, and the 

increased area allowed for better flow of foot traffic. This was especially handy for engaging with 

people who stopped in front of the booth to gawk at the trailer or peer over the shoulder of 

someone playing the demo, and it gave plenty of opportunities for developers to interact with 

fans without worrying about stopping up traffic flow! 

This year, the DoubleBear team had a much larger and more complete game to show off, 

including several saved games meant to highlight different areas and features of the game. 

While many newcomers were content to start the game up and play, those who had heard of it 

or played it the previous year were excited and surprised to hear how far along things had 

From Buenos Aires to Seattle 

 

Oscar Velzi poses with a Tire Armor-clad Jake 

Ramey near the DoubleBear booth at PAX Prime 

2014. 
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come, and they were eager to see new developments like dog allies, complex combat, and Crisis 

Events.  

The team talked with countless fans and several members of the press – including PC Gamer, 

who not only interviewed Brian, but had him sign a laptop (also signed by game luminaries such 

as Tim Schafer and Chris Roberts) for a giveaway. In all, the show went like clockwork, and the 

team ended each day excited, enthusiastic, and ready to tackle whatever came before them. 

Christina detailed her experience further: 

What stood out the most to me about the PAX experience was the sense of solidarity and 

closeness among all the indie devs.  Just a quick introduction and you're fast friends with any 

number of other developers.  That doesn't go away after the show – you keep supporting each 

other, cheering on each other's successes, sympathizing with their struggles – the whole 

package.  It's hard to come by that kind of depth of friendship so quickly in most other settings. 

One of the most rewarding parts of PAX was meeting people who already loved Dead State and 

came by to tell us so and praise our progress.  It just took one person saying ‘You guys are doing 

great work!’ to feel refreshed and motivated for another hour at least, even when I was run totally 

ragged.  I'm grateful to every single person who came by and encouraged us, because they're the 

people we're doing this work for. 

Jake had a rather unique take on his own experience: 

Exhibiting at PAX is like tap-dancing a marathon that starts out in TRON and then runs though 

one of George Romero's nightmares, all while wearing a millstone around your neck that's made 

of puppies. Terrible and awesome and exhausting and wonderful.  It's so much fun to meet fans 

and have an excuse to revel in a gathering of thousands of people who all share a love of video 

games and gaming! 

As PAX Prime 2014 came to a close, the exhausted-but-happy DoubleBear team met up at a 

favored hangout to convalesce, exchange stories, and relax. Everyone knew that while they did 

have a few days to catch their breath, the greatest challenge for them lay ahead… actually 

finishing the game. 

Evolution 

While this book is in your hands (or on your computer) even now, with the game complete, the 

future still stretches before the DoubleBear team and Dead State, nearly done but not yet 

finished. The team’s soon ready to release the hard work of years to their fans, but the one 

remaining question sits: What’s next for DoubleBear? 

“I’m going to start working on something else,” said Brian simply, “because it’s what I do.” 
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Part 2: This Is Just a Tribute  

 

(a.k.a. Proof of Wonder, Kickstarter-Style) 
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The Incredible Last Minutes of the Dead State Kickstarter 

DoubleBear would like to take the following pages to display a screenshotted roll of the chat log 

for the Dead State Kickstarter in its final moments, as backers came together to donate a 

staggering amount of funds to the campaign. We thank each and every backer for their show of 

faith in us, and we want to pay tribute to their kindness, their faith in us, and their stunning 

generosity in donating to our project. The memory of seeing this chat log scroll by invigorates 

us every day, and makes us strive all the harder to bring the game in which you had so high of 

hopes to life. Thank you, from the bottom of our hearts.  

– the Dead State team 
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Part 3:The Making of the End of the World  

 

(a.k.a. What Are All These Departments, And What Exactly Do They Do?) 
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Design 

“Rules, Rules, Rules” – How the Gameplay Systems of Dead State Were Formed 

When creating the world and systems of Dead State, the designers knew they could use the 

basic structure of the work-in-progress RPG Age of Decadence, or they could invest a lot of time 

and energy to try and change how the game functioned. In the end, they decided to take a risk, 

throwing all the Age of Decadence systems out and starting entirely from scratch. 

“We actually didn’t even want to have stats in the game at first,” Annie admits, referring to the 

base character values of the game – Strength, Agility, Perception, and Vigor. “That was how 

bare-bones we wanted to take 

things. We wanted to define 

characters purely on their skills. We 

soon realized that wasn’t working, 

so we’d we did our best to make 

stats as basic as we could.” 

Brian in particular was hesitant to 

include dialogue skills for two main 

reasons. One, the team was 

concerned about a potential 

tendency in the player to choose a 

skill-based response in dialogue 

instead of selecting a more 

genuine reaction. The other concern sprang from a desire to avoid a dichotomy of tone where 

one basically became the “nice” response while the other was the “jerk.” However, because of 

the game’s emphasis on dialogue and the players’ desire to feel clever and adept at 

conversation, the two designers agreed to keep two dialogue skills – Leadership and 

Negotiation – provided each had distinct traits in tone and effectiveness throughout the game. 

Part of this ruthless desire to edit the systems to their core was a reaction to past RPGs, in which 

players found themselves with too many skills and no real reason to attempt to spend time and 

precious advancement points to improve them. “There are always a few skills in every RPG that 

you only use a few times versus ones you use almost constantly, like combat skills,” Brian 

explains. “For example, many games will have dialogue stats AND skills. And a lot of times, you 

just don’t use those as much as, for instance, strength or agility or whatever you’re spending 

90% of your time doing, which is usually combat.” This motivated the designers to focus on 

enlarging the role of skills in gameplay, making sure that each skill had multiple applications, 
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both inside and outside of the Shelter – or if it had a single application, that it benefited the 

player greatly. 

Another focus was to not only expand the role of skills in the game, but to condense the player’s 

perception of what particular skill pertained to. “We approached the skills from a survival, 

scavenging point of view,” Brian says.  “And we tried to think about them as skills people would 

have from their professions, so a Machinist or a Thief might have the ability to understand 

mechanical applications.” Instead of separate Engineering, Building, 

Machining, and Lockpicking skills, these elements were condensed 

into the catch-all of the Mechanical skill. A low Mechanical skill level 

might mean the character was a tinkerer; a medium level might mean 

they came from a construction background; and a high level might 

mean they had been an engineer or architect. Skills expanded as more 

functional constructs rather than rigid definitions, allowing for better 

character building structure and no superfluous skills. 

Though several of the games that inspired Dead State included character classes, one major 

inspiration, Fallout, did not. And although the designers toyed with the idea of making past 

professions into classes, they ultimately chose to abandon that idea and follow Fallout’s 

example. Annie went more into detail in an interview with Rock, Paper, Shotgun: 

…where do you draw the line where real-world professions start to get tweaked into 

character classes? “Doctor” and “Police Officer” would be kind of the win, wouldn’t they? But 

what about security guards and dentists, or the use of microbiologists and farmers? (Game 

developer would probably be the worst class in that scenario. We’d be zombie food in 

minutes).  

Although professions didn’t make it into the game as classes, the concept was reborn late in 

development in the form of the ”archetype” characters – characters designed to let players who 

were either unfamiliar with character-creation systems (or simply eager to start the game) get a 

head-start with a premade character who embodied one of the skills. To help the players get a 

better understanding of these character builds, archetypes were named after professions or 

descriptors that symbolized high levels of that skill, such as Hunter, Marksman and Paramedic. 

Another key element about the game that went through a major iteration was the alteration of 

party combat from AI-controlled to full player control. Originally, AI control was meant to make 

the characters feel more distinct and have personalities that reacted dynamically to their 

individual situations. Shortly before the combat demo, however, the designers changed this. 

Brian gave a little more information about the circumstances in the accompanying Kickstarter 

update: 
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We did this for a few reasons, namely to eliminate the wait for the player’s turn and to cut 

down on the frustration the player might feel from an ally AI’s tactical decision. With party 

control, you can also switch to characters that have the skills you might immediately need, 

which comes in handy when you want your mechanically-inclined ally to lock pick a door or 

your medic to prioritize a certain character’s health. 

Good design means clever iteration, and the flex of the systems in Dead State adapted well 

to tweaks and adaptations. When players reported that Vigor seemed less valuable than the 

other skills, designers boosted Armor Class as a bonus to players who put more points in 

that stat. The Science skill – ever championed by Annie as being “Mr. Wizard’s ability to f&*k 

up zombies!” – got a solid combat application in the new Poison Status Effect. Negotiation’s 

bonuses were carefully adapted when playthroughs of the game revealed issues with too-

high Morale numbers. And the change from AI-controlled to party-controlled combat sent 

Leadership back to the drawing board to create special military-like Party Commands. 

“Nothing’s ever perfect the first time,” Annie admits. “The test of our systems will be a test of 

us, long-term -- not how easily they can be broken, but how effectively we can fix them.” 
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Writing, Rhythm, Life, and Believability  

With more than 40 speaking allies, multiple named antagonists, and countless other scattered 

survivors and enemies, Dead State definitely has a large assortment of characters. Writing lines 

for that many characters in a linear game is a big undertaking, but for an RPG, the task is even 

more massive. Fortunately, Brian and Annie Mitsoda have written on multiple role-playing 

games and each can draw on their own bag of tricks in order to bring such a massive cast to life. 

Annie’s past experience designing characters’ appearances 

helped her get a sense for a character’s voice. “Little things 

about how characters dress and how they choose to 

display themselves help me figure out their voices,” she 

explains. A solid example is Aimee, who was originally 

pictured as being far more of a dark, Goth kind of 

character.  

I was putting things together and started pulling in bright 

pinks to offset the dark colors, and I imagined bright, wry 

moments in this character who had this outward 

appearance of being dark and pouty but who wasn’t really. 

She’s an artist, and her work with tattoos seems more 

exuberant, less glum. And when I started writing her at last, 

with all that in mind, suddenly her tone is brighter than I 

thought it would be, along the lines of that bright pink I 

swapped in for her to wear. And things just clicked. 

For Brian, active performance was a far larger factor. “I act 

it out in my head,” he says, adding that he occasionally 

mouths out and even acts out lines when he’s writing in 

order to ensure a vocal consistency. “It's not full-on 

theatrical performance, but I'm saying it as they would to 

give me a sense of how to write that line. I do not write 

characters without an actual voice for them in my head.” 

When writing for a game set in the real world – especially 

one set in a location where speaking patterns are outside 

of the linguistic norm – handling dialects is a particularly 

sticky issue. In Dead State, the cast of characters isn’t only 

from the town of Splendid and the surrounding areas, but 

draws from a larger community. This inclusion prevents 

characters from being too homogenous and potentially 

Aimee Sysko – Start to Finish 

Concept sketch of Aimee, by Annie 

VanderMeer Mitsoda 

 

Final portrait of Aimee, by Kim 

Gray 
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boring, and broadens the cast to include people with a variety of accents and nonlocal 

professions. 

Another key thing that the writing team wanted to focus on was not just handling the 

expectation of dialect influencing speech because of where the character was from, but what 

their social circumstances happened to be. “As far as dialects go, I have lived all over the 

country, and I try to incorporate that into it, basing characters on people and their speech 

patterns,” Brian elaborates. “You can get a sense of who this person is just by the way they 

speak, without having to hear their whole backstory.” The writers wanted to use player’s own 

familiarities with certain accents and elements within a real-world setting to help them make 

some assumptions and build expectations about certain characters, instead of having to lay 

everything out manually. 

However, even though the writers used the expectations of the audience to help build their own 

reactions to the characters, one key thing that Brian wanted to avoid was stereotyping. To avoid 

this, he worked to bring out the essence of an accent while avoiding overuse of traits and 

phrases that might make characters less unique or more like a caricature than an actual person. 

“It's very important that a character shines through – if all you're concentrating on is the accent, 

you're not concentrating on the character,” he points out.  

Unlike many modern games, Dead State features no voice acting – a new challenge for both 

writers, who had often written for voice actors. “There’s a major difference between the two,” 

Annie points out. “You can get a lot out of a performance that really makes a character come to 

life, but at the same time, sometimes the games and how you write things and how other 

people read them bring out fascinating things.” 

Brian goes a bit more in-depth in the requirements for non-voiced writing, explaining “For the 

player, you have to give them enough information to develop that [character] voice in their 

head.” This writing direction not only puts the entire onus on the writer to create the character, 

but ironically, the more successful they are, the more difficult it would be to change things after 

the fact. “I think once you commit to the player supplying the character with that voice, it’s really 
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hard to then bring in a voice actor,” Brian adds. “So many people are like, ‘But that’s not what 

the character sounded like in my head’.” 

Another unique difficulty facing Dead State was the fact that many RPGs preview their 

characters well before the game comes out – a sensible tactic since characters are the main draw 

for many players. But Brian and Annie were strongly against any spoilers for their characters. 

“Interactions between characters in Dead State are so core to the game,” Annie explains. “It 

wouldn’t make sense to reveal our characters to the world as if they’re interviewing for a job and 

you’ve made them a demo reel. It’s outside of context, and it feels odd. You form an opinion of 

them before you even meet them.” 

Brian puts the question of character direction in a larger context:  

I think people want to know about the game – but I think too many game companies think 

they need to lay out every single detail. Who the companion characters are, what the story 

is, who the bad guy is. First of all, that's not what our game is like: our companions aren't 

100% loyal, there's no big bad villain. I think the important thing for us was to tell people 

that we were making a traditional RPG story. This is not good vs. evil. We're not telling the 

Hero's Journey. That's been done. 
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The Mitsodas take it in stride the fact that keeping mum about many of the characters might 

have limited Dead State’s media exposure. “I kind of like the characters being a little bit of a 

mystery,” Annie says. “They’re less like celebrities, more like stories. You can engage with them 

like real people or ignore them –like real people. And it’s fascinating to watch how players talk 

about doing that.” 

Brian sums up the intent of the story and its characters as a story about people facing the reality 

of survival and being in charge of others: “Those people all have their own wants and needs, but 

ultimately the game is about being a leader, and not in the way that you’re the leader because, 

you know, all your companions are programmed to love you and do whatever you say. You 

actually have to lead.” 
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Writing Talk – Real Writer Rambling 

(The following is a vaguely-transcribed conversation about writing between the writers, Brian 

and Annie Mitsoda. Beware – spoilers ahead!) 

How did you come up with the initial cast of the game? 
BRIAN: When you create a cast of characters - this is the only time I’m going to say using 

stereotypes is OK - it's okay to start with stereotypes because you're going find out really 

quickly you've got to come up with a good balance of several types of characters. For example, 

Davis obviously, is the helper character, because he's the guy who's the guide, the "Hey 

dummy, listen up, this is plot stuff."  

You want a good mix of characters: serious characters, comic relief characters, mysterious 

characters, menacing characters, bad-ass characters, good-natured characters. However in our 

game, unlike a lot of games which will build people up to be a plot point, we don't know when 

our characters are going to die for the player or who 

they're going to love or hate. There are certainly 

characters that I like and I hate, that I think are really fun 

to write for. And I don't know if players are going to 

necessarily like those characters as I do. We try to provide 

a good balance of characters so that players will naturally 

gravitate toward certain personalities or archetypes. 

Talk a little about Dead State’s – and DoubleBear’s – 

commitment to having a diverse cast of characters in 

the game.  

BRIAN: First off, we try to be diverse without being 

Captain Planet. I don't think it's realistic to represent every 

single ethnicity, sexual preference, and political point of 

view. It's just not realistic. I mean, look at who's in central 

Texas, what the population makeup of that area is, what 

the probability of certain people coming in are. Who lives 

in central Texas, who are the groups there – the militia, 

and the Coyotes – they have real world counterparts. 

Two points about diversity here: 

First, this is an RPG. We designed it so our players could 

“go nuts” - do whatever they want with their characters, 

make their characters whoever they want them to be. As 

far as people in the Shelter go, we definitely wanted to 

have a great number of different people from different 

backgrounds. 

Older Cast Members 

Mark Corbeau, age 50 – Isobel 

Dee, age 51 (portraits by Kim Gray) 
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Second, I think diversity means including people from a 

variety of socioeconomic backgrounds and ages. In a 

lot of games, there's no old character, except, for 

instance “the mage”, “a witch”, or “the old king." Our 

old characters are some of the best characters in the 

game. What's the last game you played where the cast 

was mostly over 30? 

ANNIE: The thing about diversity in games is that it 

doesn’t "just happen." You actually have to try; you 

have to think about it; you have to care about it. And 

you very well might mess up or have blind spots. I still 

look at our cast and see gaps. But you have to be true 

to these characters as people first because if you're just 

thinking about them as ticking a box, that's almost as 

bad. Then you’re just using a recipe because you think 

“we need this type of character” instead of really 

thinking about their personalities. 

Something I like in our game is that Darlene and Regina 

are legitimately strong women, not “Strong Women” as 

some kind of definer – not made strong by a traumatic 

event. And actually as a contrast, the guy bad-asses are 

kind of damaged, like Sir Charleston and Getz, and even 

Bud regresses to a “war mind” kind of state. I know I 

wanted to have a chair-kicking kind of tough woman in 

the game, and Brian did too, and there they are. I would 

be terrified to be facing down a group that had both of 

them in it! 

How to you evoke emotion in players? 

BRIAN: I think that you just come up with a scenario 

that might work – not every player reacts the same way to every character or situation. I want 

people to get attached to different characters for different reasons, and some people will get 

sad if certain characters yell at them for doing a bad job and might reload a save if one of the 

characters they like dies. There are characters that Annie and I like, and we feel bad if 

something bad happens to them. But we know from testing that some people don't like 

them. So if you start out thinking you can write an arc for a character that will evoke the same 

emotion in everyone, you’re probably going to fail.  

It's easier to evoke emotion in a linear game, because the game provides the build-up. But for 

a lot of them, they try to set up such gravitas for it. So often you can see it coming - not just 

in games but in movies and TV shows too. I think the successful stories – something happens, 

Ferocious Women 

 

 

Darlene Lumpkin and Regina – two 

of the best combatants in Dead 

State. 
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and the person participating or just watching is overwhelmed.. It's a very hard thing to get 

someone moved by something, overwhelmed by something. 

...Unless you kill the dog. Everyone hates when that happens. 

ANNIE: Before I was full-time on the project, when I came home from work, I could always tell 

when Brian had written a death scene. Even if he didn’t like that character, it was still hard for 

him. And I knew it’d be especially hard if earlier in the week he’d be talking about cool or 

funny stuff he’d written for that character, and I was like “man, I’m gonna come home 

tomorrow and he’ll need a hug.” 

Let’s get some thoughts on the death scenes. What were they about, and was it hard to 

follow a format and still give the player the sort of connection that you or they had in 

mind? 

BRIAN: Death scenes are like one last glimpse into the mind of this character. Some people – 

and we do this with the player’s replies – can be like “Good, they’re dead. I let players even let 

characters die and come back undead for a line before the player kills them, just to let them 

do one last “fuck you!” to mess with that character. Again, we let players decide how they feel 

about the death, whether they are sad or even just annoyed, like “dammit, why did you get 

bit, you let me down!” 

I'm always in the character's head. So when I'm writing death scenes, I can get a little upset. 

These are someone's last moments, and writing them is hard... staying in that character’s 

head. This is the last moment you have with that character. People face death differently, and 

you have to represent that accurately. Some people get angry; others hope for a last-minute 
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miracle. There's so many ways that people face death, and I try to capture that in every death 

scene. How does this person face death? 

ANNIE: Something I always thought was kind of remarkable was what I started to label as 

“drift” in death scenes. Before I wrote one myself, Brian was talking about writing them, that 

as the person is fading, they have this weird disconnected moment before they die, and it’s 

something happy. That turned, at least for me, into the character remembering one of their 

happiest moments. That is both amazing and just chopped me up inside, especially if I really 

liked that character.  

It’s tough to imagine the character lying there dying, and while you’re writing it, you have to think 

back not only on their backstory and life, but to figure out what they’d pick out as one of their 

happiest moments, and have them murmur a little bit about it. Not even enough to give you a big 

picture of what they’re seeing, but enough to give you an idea. Then they die, and you can actually 

be an asshole and wait until they come back as undead before you shoot them in the head! That 

was the second hardest thing, having to be a jackass to someone you liked. Having to let the player 

be a jackass. Because you have to let them. I’d probably get pissed if I heard someone actually did 

that to one of my characters, but to a certain degree, at least they hated them enough to let that 

happen, I guess? Hate is even okay for characters. Indifference is the worst.  

 

 

 

Let’s go over that “drift” concept in the death scenes some more. How did you come up 

with it? 
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BRIAN: It’s like the people are losing their mind or are highly feverish, and they’ve become 

delusional, or their mind kind of drifts, like dementia – they lost their mind, it’s faded tape, and part 

of a song that’s playing. I actually didn’t go into [death scenes] with that idea at first, it was one of 

the first ones written, I think it was Renee. She was really broken up, and it felt right to give her one 

last moment of happiness. And it just kind of worked as a device, because – whatever’s happening 

to them, in their last moments, their mind is slipping, maybe it’s even an acceptance of death from 

whatever is causing this, it’s like something to trick the body into accepting it and not fighting it. 

We never explain what it is that’s happening. But honestly it was just something that felt right. 

What death scene affected you the most, or was the hardest to write? 

ANNIE: Anita. It suddenly felt like my mom. Isobel was also hard. Her voice was a lot like my 

mom's, and her death is especially hard because her family isn’t there, and if you don’t get 

her the pills she asks for, she meets death kind of in a panic. But Anita’s death got to me 

because if she’s alive, I wrote that you hear Renee crying outside. And if you don’t hear her, 

the silence reminds you that she’s already gone. I thought of myself in Renee’s place for a 

second, and I actually had to take a break and watch a stupid cat video because I was tearing 

up. I really do not cry when I’m writing, but that one snuck up on me. I can never let Anita die 

when I’m playing, I will not be able to handle it. 

BRIAN: [Thinks for a very long time] Renee's was definitely hard. 

She was one of the first characters I had to kill off, and she's one of 

the more selfless characters in the game. I don’t know – I don’t 

really want to answer this one.  

Hardest character to write? 

BRIAN: That was probably Clifford. Because like I said, I try to get in 

everyone's head when I write them, and Clifford is like an alien 

mindset for me. You kind of have to draw on times of your life 

when maybe you were, at your lowest? That's Clifford's life. No one 

likes him. He's not important. He's one of those people that 

everyone passes by; no one thinks about. He's also a creep. He's got some really demented 

views about human beings, women, sex. Yeah, he was hard to 

write. 

Writing Todd was also difficult because at his core, Todd is 

religious, he believes in God, he believes in the lessons of the 

Bible. He’s got some personality issues that relate to that. I'm 

not Christian. I don't believe in faith, and he's faithful. I have 

nothing to draw upon that's like him except for my 

experiences with people who have faith, and people who 

presented religion in a light that was something I could 

understand. He was a very different character in a way that 

was challenging to write: Clifford was just icky to write, but Todd was a real challenge. You 
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don’t see many religious characters in games without them being very stereotypical, or very 

safe, very one-note, – like "Evil Priest" or "Kick-ass Priest" or "Priest who represents Good" – 

you don't see nuanced religious figures. 

ANNIE: Fiona. To the point where I actually had to re-concept her character because I didn't 

think I could do it properly. It was hard to make her a real person under all the layers of plot 

or nuance or whatever I put on her. She couldn't breathe. So I shaved off some of those layers 

and explored one aspect of her person - her obsessive drive to make herself into whatever 

others wanted her to be, her need for that. She was hard because that kind of person really 

scares me. 

I also tried to balance every conversation with her so she doesn’t just throw crazy in your face, 

but phrases everything with such loving and devoted terms. And I wanted to sort of exploit 

the fact that so many RPGs make companions, especially love interests, not into people but 

scary little puppets that do nothing but want to please you, and we’re supposed to believe 

that they’re people when they’re really just wants personified. I wanted to sort of that that 

idea, that player expectation, and put it in a real world context. That when you meet her you 

should think she’s sweet and charming, and suddenly you start to realize what she’s doing – 

starting to idolize and worship your character – and really ideally it should kind of horrify you. 

But I couldn’t always write it assuming the player was horrified. Maybe that was the sort of 

player they are, who likes that kind of treatment from characters, and finding that line with 

giving them that space and going “No, that’s too far,” that was difficult. And ending her arc in 

a way that says “No, this is a human being, there are consequences to obsession taken too 

far, and this is the result.” Every single conversation with her was tricky. 
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Art 

What's She Wearing? – The Character Design Process 

While most studios usually have a much more formal 

process in taking a character concept from the germ of an 

idea to a reality, Dead State’s process was quite a bit more 

casual. Because DoubleBear lacked a concept artist, the 

process of transforming characters from idea to people in 

Dead State was rather different from the formal artistic 

processes of other studios. Instead, Annie provided rough 

sketches of her characters as well as biographies.  

"When starting to formulate characters for writing, both 

Brian and I often include pictures so that we can both get a 

better idea of what they might look like and to get inspired 

to work on them," Annie says. "Brian is a fan of pulling photo 

references, but I often try to sketch something out myself. 

I’m definitely not a good artist by any means, but the hands-

on approach to combine drawing and writing has been part 

of my process since I was a kid!” 

Armed with these early images and character biographies, 

Annie and Brian would discuss details about each character's 

dress and accessories – tattoos, necklaces, belts – that 

identified each character’s particular style. "Even if those 

items wouldn't show up in the game, I wanted to be sure to 

include them at this step," Annie recalls. "It's like writing a 

substantial background for a character that never gets 

mentioned in the game itself. It helps inform the character 

and make them seem more real." 

Annie would then take a template file – composited from a 

rough front and side view of either a male or female 

mannequin, called a "character turn-around," pop open a 

new browser and start searching for clothes. "Nailing down a 

100% perfect visual reference for something is pretty much 

impossible, but it's important to come close," she explains. 

Images as simple as t-shirts – many re-colored to focus more 

Evolution of Davis 

 

 

Top to bottom: early sketch of Davis, by Annie 

VanderMeer Mitsoda; character reference – 

photo of actor Robert Sean Leonard (courtesy 

Internet Movie Database); final Davis portrait, by 

Kim Gray 
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on tone than fitting – or as complex as full-body motorcycle suits – were grabbed from the 

Internet. "None of these images were or will ever be used in the game – just so you know," she 

says. "They're the still-image form of watching a film for a scene reference." 

 

After pasting the desired images on one side of the turn-around, Annie would draw a very 

rough version of the worn outfit on the mannequin, then apply color and detail to finish the 

image. After bouncing it past Brian for his approval, she’d post a thumbnail version to the 

internal DoubleBear wiki for team reference, and send a full version to Kim Gray (for a 2D 

portrait) and to João Barradas and Mazin Kassis (for the 3D model and its texture). 

Kim talked about each character with Annie and Brian before she even got started creating on 

the portrait. “This gave me a good sense of my goal with a character: whether they needed to 

always carry a little panic in their face, or anger, or optimism,” Kim explains. Beyond that, she 

would study any photo reference the designers had included – usually loose approximations of 

what the character might look like. “I would sit and think over the photos and piece out what 

parts of their faces fit the feeling of the character's background best. From there, I'd make sure 

to adjust the portrait as I went to fit that character's emotional and general starting point.” 

Turnaround – Mia Seza 

 

Character turnaround: mannequin-style “concept” and real-life examples of clothing and accessories. 
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In addition to feature and facial references, Kim looked to Annie’s 2D turnarounds for solid 

references on hair, clothes, and accessories. “They really set the scene for the character,” Kim 

recalls. “The things the characters have chosen to surround themselves in and the way other 

people would perceive them in the world. It gives you a better overall read on what the 

character is like and their possible behavior in the game, which inevitably goes back into 

building more fitting faces for their portraits.” 

When it comes to favorites, Kim finds herself drawn to one of the first – Anita Cass. “Anita was 

one of the very first portraits I did for the game. And while I had a background for her, I didn't 

really have photo reference,” Kim admits. “Anita is the portrait I've used to gauge my growth 

over the course of the project-- when I feel I've gained a little more skill, the first thing I usually 

did was pull Anita up again and put more work into her.” 

As for the most difficult portrait - Oscar Guzman. “Brian asked that I model him after my art lead 

Oscar, and I spent extra time trying to make sure it looked just right. It was fun submitting my 

work that week. Brian had asked me privately to model the character after Oscar, so I got to 

reveal it to him as a surprise. It was awesome.” 

When it came to turning still images to something that could live and move around in the game 

world, it was up to 3D artists João Barradas and Mazin Kassis to make it happen. In order to do 

this, the artists insert the reference material as a base into the 3D software then tweak or adapt 

the base mesh from there to really suit its silhouette. “The detailing is standard fare of following 

reference,” João explains, “with minor adjustments to optimize topography, polycount 

requirements, and so on.”  

Evolution of Anita’s Portrait 

 

A brief look at the evolution of Anita Cass’s portrait over the course of development of Dead State. 
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Mazin insists he doesn’t have a 

favorite character, but he does 

confess to having a soft spot for 

“badass” characters and items: 

“My favorite characters would 

have to be the biker gang 

characters. Trying to make a 

handful of bad ass biker dudes 

(and dudettes) was a fun 

challenge, and seeing their tiny 

low poly tattoos in-game brings 

a little joy into my heart.” 

Mazin also did a lot of work in 

handling the armors in the 

game, including concepts for 

unique, player-crafted armors focused on surviving the worst the new world could throw at 

them. The most powerful of these – and one of Mazin’s major favorites – was the “Apocalypse 

Armor,” a head-to-toe set of gear that only the most advanced scientific minds in the Shelter 

could devise. “I designed it while imagining myself actually wearing it during a real zombie 

outbreak, so I was constantly coming up with situational vulnerabilities and adjusting the 

concept accordingly,” he explains. “For the most part I think the armor would handle itself pretty 

well in an extreme situation. Maybe not 100% zombie or looter proof, but pretty damn close.” 

 

Bad News Crew 

 

Some of the outlaws from the Coyotes biker gang and their rebellious leader, Marshall Streeter. 

The Two Oscars 

 

Portrait comparison: Lead Artist Oscar Velzi (L), fictional in-game 

counterpart Oscar Guzman (R). 
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João admits that the trickiest part of translating a 2D character into three dimensions was to 

make concessions between the concept art and the reality of the model.  “Some of the heavier 

full-body armors, like the plate or Apocalypse Armor, needed compromise between the concept 

art and form constraints due to the way it had to be rigged or it just wouldn’t look right,” he 

explains. All the same, the Apocalypse armor was his favorite as well: “An interesting blend of 

modern and old, jury-rigged but well-crafted. I have to give credit to Mazin for designing 

something that wasn’t just a post-apocalyptic cliché, but had a coherent feel to it.” 

Once the model and portrait were complete, the artists submitted the 3D models to Brian and 

Oscar for the final approval process, and after making any final notes and tweaks, they moved 

characters and models into the game (to face whatever grisly fate the player has in store for 

them!) 

 

  

Apocalypse Armor 

 

Apocalypse armor: original concept and in-game version 
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Discarded World – The User Interface of Dead State 

Giving Dead State’s user interface a unique and memorable look was second only to making it 

smooth and understandable to the player, and the team had a clear idea of what they wanted 

right from the beginning: 

As the world after zombies is a combination of what has existed (and is crumbling) and the 

jury-rigged devices created to sustain life, the UI should be a blend of scrawled notes and 

official documentation. Character sheets should combine what look like Polaroid photos and 

driver’s licenses with information scrawled on notebooks and Post-Its. The Overland Map 

appears as a large, travel-worn road map of Texas, with pop-up location information 

appearing as scrawled notes from the player. 

With the scavenged style of design a high priority, Annie initially took everything from stock 

images, digital facsimiles, and scanned papers to try to create an initial set of menus and layouts 

for everything from character creation to the daily results screen. These early images were 

included in the master design document with some hope that better versions could eventually 

be created and included in the game – which, very early on, still used the Age of Decadence UI 

that the game was initially built on. 

Early Ally UI Mockups 

 

Early Mockups of survivor list, Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda 
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Enter Mazin, who took 

the rough early 

concepts and 

transformed them, 

turning sketchy 

Photoshop filters and 

hasty clipart into a 

beautiful, smooth UI 

that epitomizes the 

"found object" style of 

design. He did an 

exhaustive search for 

reference images of 

torn papers, messy 

desks, various survival 

tools, and anything 

that could interestingly 

clutter a surface, then used Photoshop to begin sketching out a rough draft. After showing these 

early drafts to the team and getting Oscar and Brian’s approval with the direction, he took the 

feedback and ran with it to the final design. 

Though the final versions have changed a lot from the originals, key things stayed consistent. 

“I'd say the theme was the most important thing that needed to be kept from the early 

concepts,” Mazin recalls. “Since UI design is a very iterative process, things can change as new 

elements and gameplay additions are included, such as the introduction of ally control during 

scavenge missions, which required new UI elements to help support.” As gameplay changed – as 

it needed to at every stage in the process – the UI had to be both solid enough to be finalized 

and flexible enough to allow for adaptation. “The essential thing was to try and communicate 

the theme of ‘makeshift survival’ within the interface, hopefully to help strengthen the 

atmosphere that Dead State intends to convey.” 

However, this found-object look wasn’t easy to capture, and Mazin ran into the age-old conflict 

between functionality and aesthetics. “It can be difficult making a ‘cluttered desk’ look 

interesting and functional,” he says, “and naturally you want to maintain a clear and concise 

interface no matter what you hope to achieve thematically.” 

Other major elements underwent significant changes as well. One of the largest was Dead 

State’s Noise meter, which is a key element to effectively playing the game. As Mazin recalls:  

Final Ally UI 

 

Final version of Goals/Ally screen, Mazin Kassis 
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Besides the general improvements for better functionality and ease of use, one element 

that I recall changing was the analog noise meter, which we changed into a digital meter 

because of difficulties when implementing. We also changed the Action Point meter, which 

was just black text on white paper, into a digital calculator which also included the menu 

buttons. This was due to Oscar feeling that the black text looked to be "floating" above the 

white paper, so we tried some other ideas and we came up with the calculator, which in my 

opinion reads much better than its previous iteration. 

As with all games, it can be difficult working in a conceptual vacuum, when the only people who 

see your work are the ones creating the game. Fortunately, Mazin was able to attend PAX Prime 

2013, where he got to see people playing the Dead State demo and reacting to the UI for the 

first time. “Seeing people's impressions up close was a nice experience, and it definitely 

influenced some changes in the UI,” he remembers. “Probably the biggest change was how we 

handled the mouse inputs, since we noticed that many players seemed to struggle when 

identifying which mouse button affected which action.” Based on watching players and 

collecting feedback from the show, Oscar, Brian, and Mazin discussed potential changes to the 

UI to help players overcome this issue, which resulted in a reorganization of the inputs. Now 

universal player actions, like moving and attacking, are done with one button, while situational 

actions, like trading or swapping positions, are done with another. “The change established 

things simply so that player's wouldn't have to click both mouse buttons in order to remember 

which button affected which action,” Mazin explains. “A simple change but a good one.” 

Though working on UI can be a frustrating and tiring process, it is essential to producing a good 

game because it enables players to easily access the information they need to play the game 

without frustration. Mazin’s expertise gave Dead State a UI that combines both a unique style 

and a solid interface, but the work wasn’t hassle-free for him. When asked what his favorite part 

of working on the UI was, his response was rather wry: “Finishing it.” 

  

  

World Map Then and Now 

  

WIP Map (Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda), and final World Map (Mazin Kassis) 
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Eat at "____" – Logo Design 

One of the most unique things about Dead State is its real world setting, and one of the things 

you can hardly escape in the modern world is advertising. Because of copyright issues and the 

real threat of being sued if they portrayed a brand in any way that might anger franchises, the 

DoubleBear team opted for creating their own brands – a decision that enabled them to develop 

a consistent and entertaining visual language for 

the game. 

“It was fun creating brands and companies, and in 

a game like Dead State we didn’t often get to be 

humorous,” Brian details. “And they're not just 

funny, they’re sarcastic, tongue-in-cheek. – ‘Taco 

the Town,’ for example, is a horrible name. I would 

not be happy with that name myself if I were 

making a taco franchise, but that's what someone 

would call their restaurant. I'm trying to call it 

something that an uncreative business shill would 

call it.” 

The process of creating fake companies and logos 

for the game was not much different from actual 

companies: after identifying a product or location 

needed (such as a fast food Mexican place), Brian 

would brainstorm a name, occasionally run it past 

Annie for feedback, and write up a simple 

paragraph about how the item or location should 

look. Here are a pair of examples: 

Mmm, Bison!  

A Burger King/McDonalds-type burgers and fries 

fast food place. Mascot is a buffalo in a very 

obvious M. Bison type hat licking its lips. This is 

kind of place that consists of a few molded 

plastic tables and chairs, a counter with a menu, 

and a backroom with supplies/pantry/prep area.  

 

Friggin’ Chikin  

A KFC-type place that looks almost exactly like Mmm, Bison! except for different colors on 

the inside/outside and a swearing chicken mascot.  

 

Once the write-up was complete, it would get passed to Brandon Vodvarka, the 2D artist, who 

would begin work on various potential concepts for the logo. “[The] process was pretty simple 
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for me as I love designing different versions of a logo,” Brandon explains. “From colors to fonts 

to overall design, I truly enjoy creating multiple versions of a logo as it allows for 

experimentation. My process includes research, sketches, final concept sketch, vector art, 

coloring, final design.”  

Brandon would take the initial write-up of the logo, look up any potential references or styles 

mentioned in the write-up, and composite a list of variations for the logo in different 

combinations of fonts, styles, and colors – the “layout sheet.“ Once Brandon sent back the layout 

sheet, Annie and Brian would review the variants and help narrow down the design direction of 

the logo. Sometimes this process only took a single revision, but others required a little more 

attention to get right. 

Ol’ Scratch Example Write-Up 

 

Design write-up given to logo artist Brandon Vodvarka for “Ol’ Scratch Pizza.” 
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"The logo that gave us the most trouble was actually Ol' Scratch Pizza," Annie recalls. "We went 

in all directions with it before we really knew what was going to work: realistic portraits, art 

nouveau devils, even slightly sinister stuff. But once we got that stylized cartoon devil, we 

immediately knew it was right. We got one layout page, picked a combo, and it worked." 

Brandon wholeheartedly agrees, mentioning that the final version was actually his favorite one 

to work on. “I really ran with the design and probably provided too many different face versions 

of the character but I can't stop the creative process when I'm laser focused in!” he says.  

When it came to fan-favorite Mmm, Bison! Annie and Brian had very clear ideas of what they 

wanted from the logo, but it took a while to carefully arrive at the design they could agree on. 

“The logo that gave me the most trouble was Mmm, Bison! as I provided many initial designs 

that were quite different from the end product. Mainly consisting of a more detailed and 

realistic bison,” Brandon explains, but he admits the challenge of adapting a realistic animal into 

a goofy, Bob’s Big Boy-esque character was exciting: “It was a lot of fun to convert the four 

legged animal into an upright standing character even though you can't see his legs in the 

logo.” 

Once both design and art agreed on the version of the logo, off it went to lead artist Oscar, who 

transferred it into the game. After creating a base logo, occasionally variations are made for 

multiple in-game advertising types: posters, signs, billboards, etc., and are placed in appropriate 

locations in the game levels. 

In the end, humorous business names and logos help add a little levity to the grim world of 

Dead State, and they help the surroundings of its dying world feel even more tense and realistic. 

Ol’ Scratch Variations 

 

Evolution of the “Ol’ Scratch” concept, Brandon Vodvarka 
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Ol’ Scratch Final Version 

 

In-game version of Ol’ Scratch Pizza. 
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Keepin’ It Real – Environment and Prop Art 

One of the most stealthily complicated elements of Dead State was its real-world setting: 

instead of making it easier to create props and locations, it made certain elements far more 

difficult. "In a way, sci-fi or fantasy is freeing," Annie explains. "Nobody can say that your alien 

space station isn't accurate! But when you build a game set in the real world you have to be 

accurate, or you’ll lose credibility.” Add the fact that multiple members of the art team lived 

outside the United States - let alone Texas - and getting the details right was challenging. 

While the details of specific props remained tricky, thankfully the larger buildings ended up 

being less of a hassle and more of an asset. Because a lot of mainstream American architecture 

uses similar templates for both residential and commercial buildings, the team could cleverly 

reuse certain layouts without that seeming off to players. Brian explains: 

The visuals had to be things that we could re-use – stores and strip malls and fast-food 

restaurants, and the great thing for that in this game is that they don’t really differ 

anywhere, everything looks the same, not just in Texas. For the most part, there’s a kind of 

architecture used anywhere in the United States. Especially for guys of ours who aren’t in 

the US, getting them samples for the types of buildings that are going to be primarily in the 

game, and then talking it through – mostly leaving it up to Oscar (who lives in Buenos 

Aires!) to go with what he thinks would be a proper art style for those buildings - we gave 

him a lot of reference. 

Thankfully, not 

only did the 

cookie-cutter 

style of modern 

American 

buildings allow 

for easier 

variation and 

thematic 

resonance 

within the 

game, it turns 

out that many 

classic buildings 

did as well. “I was researching a lot of the towns in the game area, and started to notice that a 

lot of these older buildings – mid-1800s era – looked a lot alike,” Annie recalls. “It turns out 

there were a few well-known local architects, like Frederick Ruffini and Henry T. Phelps – who 

were designing tons of these structures, and the people in those areas have preserved them.” 
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This allowed the team 

to sneak away from 

the modern-only take 

of many of the 

locations to 

appreciate some older 

architecture in the 

game’s setting. 

Although past 

methods of game 

development might 

have relied on either 

splurging to send artists to key locations for research or simply scrounging for reference photos, 

the team had a modern method to give them a far less expensive and more reliable way to 

check out locations: Google Maps’ Street View. Both the artists and the designers took multiple 

virtual “tours” of several spots to help them get a better feel of both how areas were laid out, 

and how they looked from the sidewalk. 

Though statistically speaking, a large part of Dead State’s audience likely doesn’t live where the 

game is set, that didn’t deter the team’s focus on authenticity. “When you look at an area in the 

game and compare it to a picture of that place online and they’re nearly the same, it helps 

ground you as a developer,” Annie says. “We set this game in central Texas because we want the 

player to feel isolated, and parched, but relate to it and the people who live there.” 

Brian shares a few examples of how the team created the feeling of isolation and desolation that 

permeates the game: 

 We chose central Texas, in part, because – the buildings, the layout, the kind of empty 

space there is - it’s a really, really big area, in a way that people aren’t aware of. The real-life 

square footage of the area the game is set is about the size of France. 

 Maps also show a lot of brown in that area. Texas has a serious drought problem. I 

intentionally made the grass really patchy in the game because it's dying. If you look at 

pictures of Texas in the summer, at grass that's not being taken care of... that stuff's gone. 

Any crops in the game that are not drought-tolerant, like a sunflower, have died. 

 Oscar noticed awnings in pictures – nearly every single building had awnings – because of 

course! Texas is hot! Adding awnings reinforced the idea that this is a place where you want 

to stay out of the sun (or bake).  

 To create the feeling that homes were abandoned, we added lots of props – paintings, 

family pictures, tchotchkes – to make spaces look lived in. The “stuff” helps players realize 

that families lived here, and now they’re gone. It’s kind of tragic. 
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Of course the most important location of the game – and the one in which the player spends 

the most time – is the Splendid General Public School, known most commonly as the Shelter. 

Using a school as the game’s focal point was practical, but it also reinforces the game’s themes 

of loss: the loss of innocence, optimism, opportunity. “Schools are commonly used for 

emergency shelters and would be stocked for emergencies,” Brian explains. “It’s a building that 

would normally be filled with kids, but now there are none to be found. Empty schools just don't 

feel right – we associate them with a lot of activity.”  

The Dead State team knew that invariably, fans would ask if they could take over or create other 

shelters, and while this would be difficult to do, it was more important to the team to make the 

Shelter a place that felt desirable, sensible, and real. “Most of all, we’ve tried to make the school 

an attractive place to hold on to,” Annie said in a 2012 Rock, Paper, Shotgun interview. “It’s 

defensible, adaptable, and equipped with certain amenities that make it the most practical place 

to settle in.” 

All of this emotional, practical, and design-focused intent was a lot of baggage to bring into a 

single area, but thankfully, the art team was up to the task. After sketching up the concept on a 

whiteboard with Brian, Annie moved the concept into Photoshop, gridding out the area carefully 

and listing out each of the rooms.  
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Finally, she sent the layouts – along with 

reference photos and color scheme 

concepts – to Oscar, who refined and 

reformatted the area. “Having 2D maps 

with the layouts really helped when 

creating the models,” Oscar explains. 

“We went through a lot of revisions, 

since the original concept, while 

realistic, was too big for navigation. So 

we had three or four shelter versions in 

which we made it tighter every time.” 

With careful iteration, the Shelter was 

crafted to be navigable, interesting, and 

secure.  

“I thought it was kind of funny that in 

early feedback, before they got their 

hands on the game, players were asking 

‘Can I take over more areas? Why would 

I stay in the Shelter?’.” Annie recalls. 

“But once they played the demo and 

actually got to see how it worked – 

pretty much not a peep after that. I 

think they were happy there, which 

means we met our goal.” 

  

Evolution of the Shelter 

 

 

 

The Shelter’s evolution: from whiteboard drawing, to 

Photoshop, to 3D base model. 
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Getting Flexible – Animation in Dead State 

Animation is critical for 3D games. Instead of classic pixel animation, which basically swap 

between slight variations in characters to provide the illusion of movement, model-focused 

games like Dead State require dozens – if not hundreds – of animations ranging from simple 

unlocking doors and basic gestures to complex combat knockdowns and gruesome zombie 

feasting. Thankfully, the Dead State team had two capable animators, Ivan Soloviov and Scott 

Jäeger, to work on the game’s animations.  

Ivan had previously worked on the 

animation in the Iron Tower game Age of 

Decadence, and recent technological 

developments allowed him to increase the 

complexity of Dead State’s character “rigs” 

– the figurative skeleton on which models 

are based for animations – a great deal 

more than their Age of Decadence 

counterparts. The first version was 

completely manual – hand-done 

animations, created via more traditional 

methods. But with money from 

DoubleBear’s Kickstarter campaign, Ivan could upgrade to a program that creatively re-used the 

technology of the Microsoft Kinect to rig a simple motion-capture system. Adapting and 

enhancing the “rig” from the original system enabled Ivan to craft a far more realistic and 

nuanced set of animations for characters, including more precise hand and finger movement, 

head facing, and independently swiveling at the waist.  

However, no system is a complete panacea, and even with the addition of a motion-capture 

system, Ivan had to adapt the data to fit earlier animation skeletons. “Using mocap allowed us to 

reduce creation time and be sure that we ended up with realistic animations,” Ivan explains. “But 

the emergence of mocap did not save me completely from making anything hand-made, since 

the entire mocap animation still needed to be edited manually to achieve a desired result.” This 

was especially true of any animations that involved more than one person, such as an attack 

animation where an undead lunges and knocks a character down. It wasn’t possible to use 

mocap in complex interaction, and so old-fashioned manual animation work had to be done. 
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As Ivan handled human 

(and undead) 

animations, Scott 

volunteered to work on 

rigging and animating 

the various animals in 

the game. Scott had 

been a part of the Age 

of Decadence 

community from its 

very early days, and 

had contributed work 

to it as well. “I don’t do 

animation in my day 

job so working on Dead 

State was a chance to 

exercise my skills and 

an opportunity to help 

get it out the door,” he 

says. “I wanted to see 

this game get made!” 

Scott was responsible 

for animating a host of animals for the game, including a cat, chicken, and even the loyal dog 

companions – the latter of which was not only the most work, but the trickiest to get right. “The 

most challenging animations were definitely ones where the dog was knocked down and then 

had to get up again, because of the need to coordinate four limbs, head and tail with the 

movement of the torso. Everything has to not only move in concern, but settle convincingly,” he 

explains.  

Though the models used were already created, the work to rig them properly had to be even 

more precise. Scott used a combination of inverse kinematics on the legs and forward key-frame 

animation on the rest of the body to get each creature to move correctly. In order to accurately 

capture the specifics of each animal’s movement, he looked at a diverse array of information 

from YouTube videos of animal motion, to referencing other animator’s websites for advice – 

even a PowerPoint professional kinesiologist’s presentation about on animal locomotion! 

It’s difficult for Scott pick his favorite animation: “Getting the very jerky chicken motions right 

was fun, and getting the cat to look properly catlike. I'm hoping the dog's death animation will 

A Survivor’s Best Friend 

 

Screenshot showing Lightning – one of the game’s dog allies – and some of his 

combat options. 
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bring at least a few people to tears. Actually, I loved all of them, the whole process of bringing 

life to static models.” 

Games – even smaller, non-AAA titles – are massive undertakings. They require skill, precision, 

and a lot of love to create. It’s absolutely fortunate that Dead State had Scott and Ivan to help 

bring its world and denizens to life (or un-life). 
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Programming 

The Guts of the Machine – Programming between Two Engines 

Programmers are the brave souls who dig deep into the guts of the engine and craft code to 

meet capricious designers’ needs. For an undertaking as vast as Dead State – with multiple 

nested systems and new functionality – it took three talented programmers: Nick Skolozdra, 

Eugene Mykytiuk, and 

Jonathan Chan. 

Nick had been a part of 

Iron Tower before assisting 

DoubleBear, helping to 

create the game Age of 

Decadence. When Dead 

State was initially started, 

the plan was to utilize the 

same engine – Torque - 

and the systems Nick had 

already built for the 

project. However, not long 

after starting the project, a 

new version of the engine, 

Torque 3D, had just come 

out, and it was decided that not only was Dead State going to switch to the new engine, so was 

Age of Decadence – effectively doubling Nick’s workload. “[The transition] was pretty 

challenging at first, as it required careful planning and looking for a thin line between abstract 

engine features and game mechanics,” Nick explains. “However, the further we went, the easier 

it was, and I established between to project - numerous improvements and fixes from one game 

went into another, and vice versa.” 

However, no transition, however smooth, is without its peculiarities – Nick admits that it took 

some time to pull Dead State-related code away from Age of Decadence-related work. “ For 

example,” Nick details, “for a couple of years undead were using swordfighters' smart tactics 

when attacking survivors, or AoD’s item stacking system. Fortunately, the transition proved to be 

an amazing upgrade, and the resulting boost in graphical power allowed both games to look 

better and run smoother than ever before.” 

However, though both Age of Decadence and Dead State share an engine – a kind of core DNA 

– the games themselves have evolved in different directions. Dead State required a far larger 

and more complex dialogue system, requiring multiple changes and advancements to Nick’s 
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pre-existing version for the other game. A new world map, with harvesting and random 

encounter functionality, had to be built and added. Entirely new systems for character Stats and 

Skills, new combat rules, “zombification” functionality, Panic AI…  the list for new elements to be 

added went on and on. In addition to all this, systems also changed over the course of the 

project, such as the transition from AI-Controlled Party Members to full player control. 

Thankfully, this particular transition actually ended up being a boon to programming rather than 

a bust. “Full party control, besides being a feature strongly requested by players, simplified our 

job greatly,” Nick explains. “AI is always a tricky task, and by its very definition it can't replace 

real person's tactical improvisations.” And while Nick briefly mourned a chance to create the 

“smartest and most helpful AI companions ever,” his plethora of other tasks kept that mourning 

short, and allowed him to complete the task and focus on the many others facing him. 

Fortunately, two other programmers were able to 

step in and assist. Eugene, Nick’s protégé, 

stepped in to handle the Aspects system and 

assorted functionality, while Jonathan, a former 

roommate of Christina & Jake, was happy to 

tackle the interconnected web of systems and 

functions that compromised the Shelter. Nick still 

had a lot of work to do, but was able to make a 

transition from being a solitary programmer to 

working as a team lead – a difficult task for 

anyone, but made more challenging by several 

factors. Here he explains his strategy for 

managing this issue: 

Well, since the Dead State team is scattered across the world, it was obvious from the start 

that every programmer has to be more or less autonomous and definitely capable and 

skilled. That's the criteria we used when we were inviting Eugene and Jonathan to the team. 

So even though my workflow has changed, it's nothing too drastic. At first I had to spend 

some time sharing experience with guys and explaining how this or that is done, as I was 

the only who worked with Torque for years. But now we just have quick chats to make sure 

we're not duplicating each other work, but even that doesn't happen frequently, as our 

responsibilities are separated by personal schedules. 

Though Dead State has a great deal of systems and functions – an impressive amount even for 

the genre most well-known for complicated and in-depth systems – a capable programming 

team was able to pull together to make sure all parts worked smoothly together. 
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Audio 

Whispers of a Broken World – Sounds and Effects 

Sounds are one of the more underappreciated aspects of game development, but the fact 

remains: bad sound design can lessen the impact of everything in the game, while good sounds 

can make everything feel truer, more visceral, more significant. And great sound design can 

enhance the power of even simple noises, making a shotgun blast into a jump-scare and the 

moan of a zombie into a truly chilling experience. Experienced sound designer Zachary Quarles 

used all his considerable skills to make the harsh and deadly world of Dead State a reality.  

Zach says his inspiration comes for the project at hand: 

 

Ultimately, it’s the project/narrative that is my ultimate inspiration [for the game. That’s what 

tells me what source material to use and what sort of ‘tone’ and ‘character’ to take with the 

overall sound design vision as a whole. In terms of technique and sound design philosophy, I 

always look at the work of Ben Burtt, Gary Rydstrom, Randy Thom, Scott Gershin, Charles 

Deenan, Trent Reznor, and many others for motivation. 

Some sounds actually borrowed the voices of other members of the team. In addition to 

performances from Zach and his friends, Annie and Brian had fun helping out with VO – by 

standing in a closet in Annie’s office with Zach sitting nearby with recording equipment at the 

ready and a list of needed sounds up on the screen of a nearby computer. Annie and Brian 

spent an afternoon obligingly giving zombie growls and moans, human yells and pain sounds, 
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and of course, hideous shrieks meant to cover when characters were being feasted upon by the 

undead. (It was only after recording was finished that everyone realized the house windows had 

been open the whole time. It was very fortunate that the neighbors didn’t decide to call the 

cops!) 

When it comes to creating and implementing 

audio into the game, Zach has a careful start-to-

finish process: 

First off, I make a list of sonic characteristics for a sound 

that I am about to design.  I’ll start with some keyword 

descriptors of what the “character” of the sound might 

be.  Is it “heavy”?  Is it “sharp”?  Is it “sloppy”?  Is it 

“brain-gnaw-y”?  I’ll come up with this list and then 

start acquiring source material, whether that be diving 

into my own custom library of recordings that I’ve done 

over the years or going out into the field to record new 

content.  After getting all of my source material lined 

out, I’ll start working in my DAW (I primarily use 

Nuendo for sound design) to start cutting/splicing that 

material into specific sound effects for the game as a 

whole.  I’ll export that stuff out, shoot the files over to 

the team, let them know how they should be used . . . 

and then give them feedback once they are implemented. 

Though he occasionally used sounds from the BOOM libraries to fill in small gaps, Zach 

handcrafted the vast majority of sounds in Dead State himself. Using an impressive collection of 

field recorders, microphones, modular synthesizers, and outboard and outboard gear to capture 

everything from human screams to dog barks, he then pulled those sounds into his DAW – 

Digital Audio Workstation – to “construct” each sound. When asked which sound he had most 

fun creating for the game, Zach admits he always enjoys making gore and damage sounds in 

particular: “A lot of vegetables, chicken bones, pastas, and goopy soups that lost their lives for 

the greater good of Dead State,” he describes.  “Plus, it made my apartment smell… interesting.” 
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Soundtrack of a Fallen World – Music of Dead State 

Modern games have come far from the sparse, tinny sounds of yesteryear: from simple chirps 

and beeps to full orchestral arrangements. Music in games does a great deal to establish mood, 

taking a world silent and still to one full of anticipation and possibility. In Dead State, this mood 

was absolutely critical to help express elements of the setting, from the calm security of the 

ambient Shelter music to the buzzing tension of combat. Since Brian is an avowed music buff, it 

was obvious from the game’s inception that its soundtrack was of critical importance and would 

need an experienced composer to give it careful attention. 

Enter Lena Chappelle, game 

designer and composer, 

known for her excellent 

skills in content creation 

and gameplay and multiple 

much-loved compositions 

for ArenaNet®’s Guild Wars 

2 Living World content. 

Lena collaborated closely 

with Brian to create pieces 

for the game that not only 

matched Brian’s initial 

concepts for creepy, 

ambient sounds, but also 

developed themes that tied 

fluidly in with key moments 

of gameplay. 

Lena was happy to go into detail about her process, tools, and the evolution of the soundtrack 

itself: 

Describe (or name) some of the musical inspirations for the game. 

When I first started writing music for Dead State, I began by writing what would become one of 

the central themes in the game: The Shelter. For this, Brian gave me several points of reference, 

but the ones that resonated with me most were the Save Room themes from the Resident Evil 

series. While they’re not soundtracks I have a lot of personal resonance for the Save Room 

themes. They have stuck with me over the years and were a great starting point for evaluating 

the game’s mood. 

The Nier soundtrack by Keiichi Okabe and his studio Monaca was also an inspiration. Their 

music wasn’t just a soundtrack, but a part of the game world. With many of the environmental 
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tracks in Dead State, I attempted to achieve that same sense of the music being part of the 

world and evoke sounds that the characters themselves might be hearing. 

 

An unintentional reference on my part came about after I had played several tracks for my 

sister. She mentioned that they reminded her of the movie Brick, scored by Nathan Johnson, 

which I hadn’t actually seen or heard. Afterwards, I bought the soundtrack and listened through. 

Sure enough, I had inadvertently come to some of the same instrumental choices that he used. 

In turn, I took inspiration from listening to what he had done differently. 

 

In no small part, other inspirations include the Silent Hill series by Akira Yamaoka (master of 

terrifying ambiance!), fellow indie game composers Darren Korb & Disasterpeace (Rich 

Vreeland), songwriter/composer Jim Guthrie, the beautiful piano & guitar work of both Yasunori 

Mitsuda and Nobuo Uematsu, and of course my songwriter idol Yoko Kanno. 

 

How did you get started composing the music for the game? What theme did you start 

with? 

Because Dead State is a game about humans surviving together, the best start was to create a 

theme for humanity. That start embodied itself in the Shelter theme, but even that theme went 

through several iterations before I found the right style and mood to suit the setting. My 

original attempt at the Shelter ended up becoming the track “Let’s Talk,” which scores most 

conversations with your allies. My second attempt veered on the ambient side and became the 

track “Refuge,” for when you encounter potential allies out in the world.  

 

While there are a number of themes throughout the game, the motif I used most often was the 

simple leap up and down of a perfect 5th. That interval in particular felt “safe”, natural. One of 

the instruments I use throughout the soundtrack that is indicative of humanity is a sampled 

wind chime that functions much like a glockenspiel or bells. It has its own pitch, but in its 

resonance you can hear all the 

other tones of the wind chimes 

playing in the breeze. Among those 

is a perfect 5th, and so that melody 

of the wind chimes became an 

identifying motif of humanity, 

either in its safety, or one last 

lingering speck on the edge of 

madness. 

 

Conversely, when humanity 

expresses itself in more dangerous 

ways, the perfect 5th slips into a tri-

tone, the oft-identified “interval of 

the devil” that signifies something 
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gone wrong, something less ideal motivating the individuals at hand. 

 

Describe your approach for writing a piece. What equipment do you use? And what’s your 

process?  

For Dead State, every piece has been written to evoke a sense of mood or emotion. Because the 

game is so huge, has so many places to visit, so many potential allies to recruit, the music 

needed to be all-encompassing, to score the potential of situations rather than individual 

scenes or characters. To do that, I’ve worked on creating a sound that mixes real instruments 

with processed recordings to evoke an unsettling yet natural feeling. 

 

My home studio is equipped with a powerful PC, audio interface, and a completely software-

based audio workstation. I use the program SONAR by Cakewalk for everything I write, with a 

number of plugins such as Kontakt that allow me to work with sampled instruments to either 

mimic authentic sounds, or completely mess with them. Dead State has a bit of both! 

 

While a lot of composers tend to write on an instrument, I do most of my writing in one of two 

ways: Many times, I’ll have an entire piece written and in my head before I ever sit down at the 

computer. I’ll hear the melody and instrumentation in my head, I’ll sing parts to myself while 

walking about or in the shower. So by the time I actually do sit down to write, I’m essentially 

transcribing what I’ve already been hearing. The other way I’ll write is by loading up instrument 

patches on my computer and start laying out ideas. I’ll loop them, play them back, layer in more 

parts, and continue to iterate until I’ve got something I’m comfortable with. 

 

Ambient tracks are another thing entirely. I’ll often begin by simply experimenting with sound. 

I’ll load up samples or synths and start screwing around with them: apply effects, bend their 

pitch, reverse parts of them, slow them down or speed them up. The creepiest sounds are often 

made from the most familiar of noises: hitting dumpsters, signs, metal scraping against metal. 

You have an emotional connection to these sounds, so hearing them “wrong” elicits a natural 

unease. That what you once knew is somehow different. 
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What was the most challenging piece to write? 

For the ending of Dead State, I knew I wanted to do something special. What would be the 

conclusion of such an open-ended story? I went through idea after idea, all the while thinking at 

the back of my mind that it would be great to write a song. Of course, that just opened up its 

own can of worms. A song would mean words, and with words came specificity, which was of 

course the antithesis of that open-ended eventuality. 

 

What I came up with in “Questions for Another Day” was inspired by the initial choices you’re 

able to make in the game, when presented with the opportunity to react to loss. How you’re 

able to define your character’s own loss in how you respond: to your family, or a whole 

spectrum of significant others. And so I wrote a song that could address that loss, one of the 

first guaranteed events in the game. The lyrics were written from the perspective of anyone that 

had found themselves in the unfortunate situation the game’s setting presents, with the rest of 

the story left to be filled in, as is the case in the game. 
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Production & Testing 

Crack that Whip – The Life and Times of a Producer 

Building a game is a messy business. The brave soul in charge of wrangling the whole operation 

– the interplay and dependencies between departments, and the time-frame of the project – is 

the producer, and DoubleBear was very lucky to secure the right woman for the job. In just a 

single month of work, Christina Ramey managed to whip Dead State’s international team into 

shape and manage the game’s successful release.  

“Things were informally structured 

when I came aboard, and it took 

some time to transition out of that 

state into something more 

organized,” Christina recalls. “The 

first step was instituting the use of 

version control software for the 

game and its assets.” 

Also known as a “source control 

solution,” version control 

essentially acts as a kind of library 

for game assets: versions are 

checked out, altered, and checked 

back in, creating a database that 

manages files which the whole team can access, passing smoothly back and forth, and allows for 

“rollbacks” to previous versions of a file if something goes wrong. 

Early in the project’s lifetime, the team relied simply on long, ungainly email threads to track 

tasks until Christina transitioned everyone to a project management tool: this included a 

ticketing system that tracked both tasks to be accomplished and bugs to be fixed. “There have 

been other processes I've adjusted or implemented since coming on the team, but those two 

changes were definitely the most impactful,” Christina admits. “We've come a long way.” 

Communication across an international team was also a challenge: “The biggest challenge was 

dealing with time zone differences, particularly among the leads. It makes it tricky to set 

up meetings or coordinate releases. The time difference also means that the turnover on 

tasks can take twice as long as it would on a local team.” 

Deadlines are always traumatic for teams and producers. Dead State’s Early Access launch and 

beta, for example, required Christina and the team to tackle a whole host of issues. She recalls a 

few of the stresses:  
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…ensuring deadlines were met and all planned content made it in, testing the game 

repeatedly for days on end, distributing Steam codes to our 10,000 backers, managing the 

sudden onslaught of posts and emails, contacting press to spread the word, the list goes on. 

…Most of the stress and pressure wasn't due to the workload, though. That came from the 

idea of releasing a playable build of Dead State to the public for the very first time.  

Major milestones like this don’t come up often in any project, but like a hurricane, even 

with adequate warning, they always bring with them a significant amount of chaos and 

things to try and tackle in a short amount of time. 

Christina credits the ticketing system as the most helpful tool in her arsenal, but she also relied 

on her team. “I'd also be remiss if I didn't credit our two amazing community moderators, 

Caidoz and Drunk Zombie, for all the work they did organizing the forums and Steam Boards,” 

she enthuses. “They were online almost every day answering questions, compiling known issue 

lists, testing the build, and much more. I honestly can't thank them enough; they helped keep 

me from going insane!” 

With Dead State about to wrap – 

her first project – Christina has said 

she could probably write a whole 

separate book filled with advice to 

give to new producers or people 

starting brand-new projects, but has 

settled for these important nuggets 

of advice: 

For new producers: trust your 

instincts and first impressions 

when deciding what kind of 

changes need to happen in the 

project's organization. Don't be afraid to make big changes. However, remember that your 

job involves mastering the art of compromise. Tell your team what you want to see happen, 

then genuinely listen to their specific concerns and work together with them to find a 

solution that works. 

For people starting brand-new projects: what I've learned from working on a few different 

projects is that you should surround yourself with driven people who share your core 

development values, treat those people as equals in all things, and respect and leverage 

their strengths - the rest will follow. Your game is a tangible reflection of the strength of 

your team. 
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Tales of Surviving a Zombie Apocalypse – Testing Dead State 

As anyone in the game industry will tell you, Quality Assurance – a.k.a. “testing” or “QA” – is the 

lowest rung on the ladder, the bottom of the totem pole, the Omega dog in the pack. QA is run 

through the wringer, given bad hours and little pay, and risks layoffs and thankless work. Web 

comics have even been devoted to the hardships and weird culture of this practice… and yet, 

anyone in the game industry who knows anything about actually making games will tell you that 

QA is as essential a part in game development as any other department, and that no game gets 

released without at least a fair bit of their attention. 

DoubleBear strives to be far kinder to its QA team – especially because multiple members in its 

development team found their way into making video games through that exact method – and 

although the work is no less difficult nor the hours more weighty, the input of QA not just on 

bugs, but on level layout, systems design, and community reactions is amazingly valuable. The 

man responsible for that herculean task is Jake Ramey, whose inventiveness also brought about 
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a homemade swamp 

cooler that intrigued all 

boothgoers at PAX 

Prime 2013, and whose 

true-to-the-game Tire 

Armor amazed 

everyone the following 

year. 

As the one responsible 

for investigating and 

testing any number of 

bugs in any one of the 

game’s many areas, 

Jake has had to adapt 

every single day to 

whatever the needs of the project are at any given time. “Usually that means finding and 

documenting bugs as well as providing feedback relating to combat balance and player 

experience,” Jake explains, “but it also often includes community management, doing door and 

prop passes through levels, working in the game scripts, using various tools to catch typos and 

syntax errors in the code, working in the item database, and a bunch of other random stuff.” 

Through his time on the project, Jake has helped to hunt down and eliminate a vast number of 

bugs, from the mundane to the truly weird. Out of these, Jake admits, the animation-related 

ones were his favorites: 

For a while there was an issue that caused the game to forget the state of dead characters 

when reloading a save, so when you loaded into a level every enemy you had killed was 

frozen in a T-pose. Sometimes they would load into this bizarre and hilarious animation loop 

where dead characters would be standing with their left arm stiffly extended and their right 

arm slowly moving in a circle, as if they were playing the worlds slowest and most somber air-

guitar solo.  

Though there were countless bugs to find and help fix, thankfully, Jake was not alone in this. In 

early fall of 2014, longtime friend and Dead State supporter Chase Rude was brought on to 

assist with progression testing. And the game might not even have come out without the tireless 

assistance of Daniel “DrunkZombie” Magnan and Edward “Caidoz” Conable – the steadfast 

moderators of the Dead State and Steam forums. As the game moved further into beta, the two 

volunteered their help to comb through the various posts from players (many of them also 
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dedicating lots of time and energy to write up issues) and submit them as formal bugs for the 

development team to handle. 

Jake gave special props to Caidoz and DrunkZombie, and he credits their contributions in 

moderating the forums, compiling feedback from users, and doing their own testing – all during 

their free time: 

Before [they] started helping me out with testing and ticketing bugs, I was working regular 

20-hour days to keep up with the workload. Once they started helping out I was still working 

20 hour days, but we were getting a lot more done which was great! They were invaluable in 

making sure that Test wasn't a bottleneck that held up the rest of the team's work while 

waiting for info from me or verification that needed features were working. 

Jake was quick to add, however, how much he appreciated the support of anyone who helped 

test. “Several team members put in a lot of hours playing the game and documenting bugs, and 

I can't even begin to express how much of a contribution we got from players on the forums! 

Without your help, Dead State would not have been able to happen.” 

 

And for any and all folks out there interested in breaking into the game industry via QA, Jake 

has some solid advice for you: 
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1. Indulge in curiosity! 

 Take stuff apart to see how it works. Try to build stuff to see if you can make it go. 

It doesn't matter what it is, pick anything that interests you. 

 Figure out what works and what doesn't, and then figure out why the stuff that 

works does and why the stuff that doesn't work won't. 

 Take notes. As stated by the illustrious Adam Savage, it's just screwing around until 

you write it down. Then it's Science! 

2. Play games! 

 Play every game you can get your hands on -- card games, board games, strategy, 

fruity indie art-house games, soulless repetitive drivel, awful games you hate, 

EVERYTHING. 

 While you play, pay attention! What makes a game stand out?  What are its core 

mechanics? What about the game isn't fun, and why? 

3. Don't wait! 

 If you want to make games, go ahead and create something! 

 Start small and manageable and try it out a few times. I recommend grabbing some 

cardboard and 3 X 5 note-cards (or scrap paper, or leaves and pine-cones) and creating 

some simple board or card games.  

 This is a great exercise for anybody in the industry -- Video games are just complicated 

board games, and the same principals of design apply to both of them. 

 If you don't know what to create, try to make a table-top version of your favorite video 

game: What truly captures the essence of playing that game for you? How can you try to 

re-create that experience as a board game? Give yourself a time-limit and see what you 

can do, then grab some friends and try it out. 

 Just make sure that you allow yourself to finish projects! 

 Don't get caught up in trying to make something perfect, just practice starting a 

project, defining a scope, and creating a simple version of what you have imagined. 

4. Learn a language! 

 You don't need to know how to program for a lot of roles in the industry, but it will 

be very helpful if you can read and understand code. 

 Try to do a few simple projects on any of the free online code-learning resources to 

get a grasp of the fundamentals of how programming works, and you're bound to 

find it very useful in any role, especially QA. 

 Finding and documenting bugs is helpful, but when I can tell a programmer "The 

bug occurs on this line of code due to a missing scripting flag" it saves them 

valuable programming time and gets bugs fixed faster. 

All in all, though many game studios make the tragic mistake of undervaluing their hardworking 

QA staff, DoubleBear will always strive to give our testers, moderators, and dedicated fans all the 

credit they’re due. Without them – who knows how long our games might be stuck in the horror 

of Development Hell? 
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Part 4: Last Writes  

 

(a.k.a. Original Fiction Written For the Development, Influence, Or As a 

Result Of Dead State) 
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Last Writes 

 

Junk Data 

While there are over 150 data entries in the game, even more were created to pad the lore, act 

as supplemental info, or just as inspiration. Here we present several that did not make the cut to 

the final game for your enjoyment. 

 

Text Phone Message 4 

Come on, phone. Work. Please. I need to talk to someone. Anyone. 

 

 

Text Phone Message 5 

I miss my dog. My lovely little dog. Oh the poor delicious darling. 
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Teen Texting 

Leah – omggggg 

Josh – wut 

Leah – this stupid shelter sux so mUCH 

Leah – I have like no bars here and my battery is dying and they won’t let me charge it 

Leah – I waslike plz and they were all emergencies only and I’m like duh that’s why im asking 

but nOOOOO 

Josh – lol my fam is stayin at home 

Josh – dad and me and Jonas r carryin our guns to be sure 

Leah – hahah like even in the bathroom 

Leah – dont accidentally shoot yourself while pooping 

Josh – gross  

Josh – girls arent supposed to talk about pooping its unladylike 

Leah – whatever shuttup 

Leah – stupid 

Leah – so your just gonna shoot whoever comes by the farmhouse even if their not dead??? 

Josh – its our land the govmnt can fuck off  

Leah – what if its a person that needs help??? 

Josh – wrong house for them then i guess 

Leah – wtf thats creepy 

Josh  –  wahtever 

Josh – hangon mom is sayin something 

Leah – go ahead my battery dyin 

Leah – ttyl 
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Shelter Update 

CENTRAL TEXAS  –  SHELTER STATUS UPDATE 

Abilene – CURRENTLY BEING EVACUATED 

Austin – EVACUATED 

College Station – 48 HRS SINCE LAST CONTACT 

Dallas – DESTROYED 

Fort Stockton  –  24 HRS SINCE LAST CONTACT 

Kerrville – RELOCATION DUE TO FIRE, NEW LOCATION TBD 

Lampasas – FULL 

Mesquite – COLLAPSED DUE TO CIVILIAN RIOTS 

San Angelo – UNACCOUNTED 

San Antonio – CURRENTLY BEING EVACUATED 

Snyder  –  FULL 

Splendid – UNACCOUNTED 

Winters – FULL 
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Lab Conditioning Report 

<INTERCEPTED LAB REPORT> 

<TRANSLATED FROM PUTONGHUA> 

LAB REPORT: WEATHER AND IMMERSION CONDITIONS 

WEATHER 

 –  EXTREME COLD: Subjects exposed to below-freezing conditions of 0 to -40 Celsius showed 

definite rates of movement reduction from 50% at freezing to near total by -20. After that mark, 

subjects were determined to be frozen solid. The rate of freezing seems to be at about 25% that 

of a normal human. 

However, subjects did seem aware of stimuli even when supposedly frozen, occasionally 

moaning or moving their eyes (in the case of subjects with eyes), and thawing did cause subjects 

to reanimate with only about a 20% reduction in mobility as a result. 

Tissue samples have given evidence that suggests subjects have enough hydrating factors in 

their bodies to allow them to freeze because it is required as a vector for the contagion. 

 –  EXTREME DRYNESS/HEAT: Subjects exposed to extreme dryness and heat showed only about 

a 20% rate of slowing. Prolonged exposure to conditions did manage to cause about 25% of 

subjects (those in the worst physical state, having least flesh) to cease moving. Upon returning 

to normal temperatures, about 50% of those subjects managed to reanimate, while the 

remainder was found to have ceased functioning. 

Evidence here paired with the cold-weather conditioning suggests that subjects require a 

minimum amount of active fluid in their bodies to properly function as vectors for the 

contagion. This fits as well with the results of the severing tests. 

IMMERSION 

 –  SALT WATER: Bodies show a significantly slower degree of deterioration in salt water than 

human bodies, largely due to the resistance of animals to eating them. Arthropods to not seem 

to show as much hesitation, and immersion footage shows various species feeding on them.  

 –  FRESH WATER: Bodies show a vastly slower degree of deterioration in fresh water than 

human bodies, also due to the resistance of animals eating them. There are also less arthropod 

species to feed on them as there are in salt water conditions. However, insects that function in 

fresh water environments do seem to focus on colonizing any subjects nearer to the surface.  

 

Only 20% of subjects have ceased functioning over the course of the salt water immersion, and 
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only 5% of those in fresh water. Both of those involved subjects with less flesh. The salt water 

subjects presumably had too much fluid replaced with salinity, and the fresh water subjects 

presumably had too much of the contagion diluted in their systems. However, it is believed that 

in actual oceanic conditions, variations in the ocean floor and pressure would destroy any 

subjects attempting to travel underwater. Freshwater conditions are more hazardous, but 

detritus on the bottom of freshwater bodies of water might presumably slow the movement of 

the subjects enough to let the elements destroy them. The greater danger is in that subjects do 

not move unless they are in pursuit of prey, which is likely to make the shallows of any body of 

water supremely dangerous. Advisement is to run multiple surveys of any body of water next to 

a settlement, potentially set up a system of noisemakers and nets to ensnare any who emerge. It 

should be noted that noise does not travel the same way through water and potentially will not 

lure subjects in the same way, so live bait may need to be utilized. 

<END REPORT> 
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Website 

OK, sorry about the long gap between updates – had to make a run for some more petrol for 

the generator. It’s just supplemental to the kinetic one I’ve got (check out the blueprints on the 

site  –  sorry about the quality, I wanted to make them as low-rez as possible for bad 

connections), but things should be working now. I did my best to get the word out just before 

everything got buggered most of the rest of the world, but who even knows how things are. 

I heard some countries actually went on and blocked search engines and social network sites – 

mostly ones in the Middle East, but not all of them – so that cuts down our numbers. But I’ve 

still had some visits to the site. 

AreYouAliveAfterAllThis – dot – com – tell your mates. I got some really interesting IP addresses 

logged as visitors (As in – Tasmania? Wow!) and honestly it brings me a bit of hope. I can tell 

how bad things are by how the numbers go down week by week, but it’s getting a new ping, or 

seeing a group holding strong that makes me smile. There’s a group in Iceland that seems to be 

doing okay  –  they actually emailed me! Cold made things hard to spread in the late spring so 

they didn’t get hit as hard, I suppose. 

At any rate. Keep sending the word out. Take whatever cellphones or laptops or tablets or 

whatever you find out there, and if you find a friendly who is going their own way, give them the 

site and have them spread the word, however they can. And if worst comes to worst and they 

actually shut down the Internet, don’t forget about the BBS, “Still.” Spread the word, stay safe, 

and keep the lights on, duckies. 

<3, K4tZch3n 
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Original Fiction 

 

Louise’s Story  

By Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda 

(I don’t know if nobody gonna care about this. Lotsa horrible stuff been happenin everywhere, 

but Tanya says if I write this down, maybe someone someday’s gonna read it and will know, and 

that’s what matters, so okay.) 

I was in the courtyard when it happened. 

When we got to the Lampasas Shelter, they said there weren’t no more room. Said we had to 

keep driving to the next evac spot, said they didn’t know how far it was. Mom said that’s crazy, 

guard at the gate shrugged and said it weren’t his problem. Dad said we had camping gear, was 

it okay if we stayed in the yard? Guard took a breath, said hang on, walked away. Came back a 

bit later and said sure, so we drove in. Dad actually smiled like he did when he won a argument, 

was like see, I told you, bring the camping equipment. Mom was pale. She said something about 

it not being safe, but he said quiet, you’ll scare the children. Then he grinned again and yelled 

something about a fun camping trip. 

They looked at each of us in a little medical room in the school that smelled like the inside of a 

bottle of aspirin. Asked if we’d had any “violent encounters” with the infected, checked every cut 

and mark we had. Asked me about a bad cut I had. I said it was from riding my bike. Didn’t say 
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the truth – I was out with friends drinkin and throwin bottles, and I fell down and cut myself on 

some of the glass. Doctor didn’t care, just put some stuff on it that stung and gave me a band- 

aid and said I was clear. Doctor guy looked super tired, but I guess they all did. 

We set out a camp that night – I think maybe we nearly got kicked out, since I saw a guy in a 

while coat arguing with some soldiers and pointing at us, but nobody came to get us, so we 

stayed. Next couple days, more and more people showed up, and a lot started camping near us. 

Some were nice, like this one family, the Jeffries, who had a cute daughter, Jessie, who was 15 

like me. I said Jessie Jeffries sounded like a comic book name, and she laughed and said she 

didn’t know many girls who read comics, but that was still cool. But most families were kind of 

quiet and didn’t want to talk to us much. They all looked scared, or mad. People kept askin 

soldiers when they could go back, but nobody got no answer. 

Soldiers started to get mean after a while. I guess being far from home for a while does that to 

you. People were getting into fights, and soldiers were bein really rough breakin em up. I saw 

one soldier hit a guy with his rifle in the face, and the guy had his face wrapped up for days. 

People used to wanna talk to the soldiers, but after a while they started acting like they was in 

prison, and the soldiers was keeping em there. Soldiers started acting like we was prisoners, 

kinda, too. 

Food started to get less n less. People kept saying new food trucks were gonna show up, and 

other people said the soldiers should just go out and take food from people, and there were 

more fights. But none of that made food show up faster. 

But like I said, I was in the courtyard that evening. We was campin in the backyard. I’d traded a 

candy bar I’d kept with me to a grownup for some cigarettes, and snuck to the front so my Mom 

and Dad didn’t see me smokin em. I liked to hide near the big pillars in the front of the school, 

next to the cafeteria, so I could duck outta the way if they came near. It was near dinnertime, but 

we’d already ate. The people inside didn’t eat all at once cuz there were too many, but they had 

these kinda shift things.  

Anyhow. It was last shift, and I could hear em yelling. I think the food was running low or 

something. I heard a guy say something about stored food, and I heard something heavy, like a 

rock or can or something hit the wall. And then suddenly shooting started. I heard screaming, I 

thought maybe one of those monsters got in or something, but I looked in the window and it 

was just soldiers shooting at people.  

But stuff went crazy. I heard a car start, and there was an awful crash like someone ran they car 

through the fence, which I found out is what happened. Someone yelled that they got in, and I 

didn’t know what they meant. Then I heard more yelling, and shooting, only it was outside the 
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cafeteria – soldiers and people were running, and shooting. And I heard those things out there, 

making that awful moaning noise. Sounded like lots of em, so many. 

I was scared, and I’d been curled up, but I thought of my Mom and Dad and my brothers and 

Jessie Jeffries and I suddenly kicked up and ran around the Shelter, and I saw people running – 

two people, a guy and a girl, actually running and climbing right over the fence and away down 

the highway – and other people trying to run, or fight – each other or the soldiers or the 

monsters, I dunno, it was getting dark. But I ran and kept running, back to the campsite.  

When I got there it was awful, like a car hit it. Maybe that car did. Mom was there, and she was 

all covered in blood. I tried to go to her but it was too late. I tried to shake her and I tested her 

heartbeat like I was taught in school, I said I was sorry I was smokin but she was gone. I looked 

for my brothers, and my Dad, and I ran around a bit, and I heard my Dad scream. And I looked 

and he was curled up, and Jessie and my brothers were with him. Only my brothers were curled 

up too, and bloody, and I think they’d been shot. My Dad yelled again and I knew something 

was wrong, and I ran closer and I yelled for him, and Jessie looked up. And her eyes were white, 

and there was a blood around her mouth, and a big bloody hole on her neck like something bit 

half it away. And I stood there and stood there and then saw my Dad weren’t moving anymore. 

And Jessie were moving towards me, slow n awful, like the monsters did. She weren’t herself 

anymore. 

That’s the last I recall. I think I ran out the hole in the fence the car left, out through Lampasas. I 

dunno why I ran that way, maybe I thought if I got home it’d fix things. But night came and I 

crawled up into a treehouse n curled up, and lucky enough I heard some voices in the morning. 

And it was Tanya and her daddy Jacob, drivin their truck out to Fredricksburg to meet up with 

some buddies of theirs in something called the Sons. I told em my story, and they seemed real 

sad – Jacob said something awful about the government, and I was quiet since even though it 

didn’t seem like the government really killed my family, they’re still gone. But Tanya told him to 

take me in, so now I’m headed out to Fredricksburg too. I wasn’t sure I wanted to be there but 

Tanya says it’s gonna be great. I can’t so much argue, I dunno what’s gonna even happen to me 

right now. 

Tanya says the world’s ended, and Jacob and his buddies are gonna make a new one. I said I’d 

help, mostly to be polite, but she seemed so happy I didn’t wanna tell her I didn’t believe her. I 

do think the world’s over. Mine is at least, and that’s the only one I had. 

Dunno really what to do now. 

Guess it’d probably be good to learn how to shoot. 

- Louise Eleanor Cooke 
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Collected Reports of Lieutenant Wesley C. Adair 

By Brian Mitsoda 

 

April 11, 2014 

Rumors have begun to circulate 

that we will be pulled out of 

Afghanistan in the next 24 hours. 

The men are eager to get back 

home, as they are afraid of 

coming down with a virus 

circulating in this part of the 

world. Command refuses to 

speculate on any of the stories, 

just tells us to continue with our 

current orders. I’ve been pulling 

double-duty since my COs were flown back to HQ for a private briefing. Every few minutes, 

another one of the toddlers comes up to me and asks if we’re going home or if I’ve heard 

anything new or if it’s true that the whole country’s about to become a big pile of glass. I wish I 

knew, but I tell them just the same: “You’ll know when Uncle Sam needs you to know.”  

April 12, 2014 

About an hour after drifting off to sleep, I get woken up by my Sergeant, telling me that the CO 

is back and wants all group leaders in his tent within five minutes. This will be the last time I drift 

off to sleep easily. The Commander reveals to us that we are indeed pulling out of Afghanistan – 

the entire military has been ordered back to the States due to a national emergency. It’s 

unprecedented, but while this sounds irrational, our tentative orders sound outright insane. 

April 13, 2014 

Before we even have a chance to breathe in the Arkansas air, we are ordered to report to Hangar 

2 for a briefing. When we get there, there’s a higher up in dress uniform and a slick-looking 

civvie, probably a Senator or local politician. There’s a canvas screen set up, though something 

tells me this isn’t a premiere that anyone’s looking forward to. A couple of the men look at me 

to see if I might have any idea of what’s coming, and I just look at the dignitaries. They have to 

deliver bad news – you don’t spend this long in the military without knowing it, the heaviness in 

their guts, wanting to get it over with and dreading having to say it at the same time. 
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They introduce themselves quickly, and without the fanfare you’d expect for both a general and 

a member of the President’s staff. They tell us that for the first time in the nation’s history, the 

United States is under attack. This is the part that is somehow easier to accept. The next bit of 

news, about our enemy, that’s the one that was difficult to get our heads around. Victims of 

what the media is calling a virus – that was who we would be fighting. Our own citizens were 

succumbing to the effects of disease that turned them into mindless killers – or at least that’s 

how it sounded, until they showed us the film.  

The training they give us – in theory – is supposed to make us numb to the horrors of war. Some 

recruits have it easier than others when it comes to coping mechanisms, and then there’s the ten 

percent that can walk through a bomb site yelling, “you gotta see this!” But I don’t think anyone 

was ready to accept what we were seeing on the film. It was… grotesque, perverse, unreal – it 

deified the laws of war and of man. The enemy was us, not in an ideological or reactionary 

sense, but a purely physical one. It all blurred together…a disclaimer stating that what we were 

seeing was top secret… Handheld camera footage taken outside the US Embassy in France, a 

man banging on the window and then in an instant, having five men ripping chunks out of his 

flesh and pulling him to the ground… Riot police in India being pulled apart by a crowd with 

emotionless faces. Then there was the scientific footage – one of the things in a room being 

verbally dissected by a researcher with a laser pointer, with an armed guard keeping his gun 

trained on it at all times. We were reminded, over and over, that what we were seeing was not 

sick people, but dead people, corpses that were being somehow jump-started at death and 

transmitting their condition to anyone they bit or killed. They continually reminded us of this. It 

was conditioning, I could tell – they wanted us to have an instinctive understanding that we 

were not dealing with normal people anymore. Only, as I looked around, there were so many 

people with their jaws on the floor, I’m not really sure if they heard them. 

The lights came on, and the orders came quick. The military didn’t have enough squads to cover 

every major city and populated area, and it sounded like the infection, or whatever they wanted 

to call it, had already reached most of the major cities, with more and more outbreaks were 

occurring. The newly commissioned “Caretaker Plan” had gone into effect yesterday. Every 

soldier, pro or weekend warrior, was being assigned to one of several newly formed divisions 

that were to be sent out to secure one of 150 sectors. This meant that yesterday’s sergeant was 

today’s corporal, and that within 24 hours, I was going to be somewhere in the US, tasked with 

“securing the zone.”  

We weren’t allowed to ask questions – they had too many other groups to brief. I was given a 

sheet and ordered to write down the names of the five men I would feel comfortable having 

under my command. My CO told me that they asked for five because I’d only likely be getting 

one. He had already received a promotion to Commander of the 95th Division, and that I would 
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be assigned a new CO by the end of the day. Someone told us to eat because it would be a long 

time before we got another hot meal. I’ve seen some of these same people tell jokes while 

they’re being shot at, but the only noise is coming from the planes. Late in the day, I think I hear 

a gunshot, and just five minutes later, there are medics carrying someone covered in a blanket 

on a stretcher out of one of the tents. Everyone knows what’s happened, and a couple of them 

are thinking the same thing. There have always been new ways for soldiers to die – no reason to 

fear one from the other. Someone else tells us to get some sleep, and that’s good enough for 

me. 
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Another Day 

By Brian Mitsoda 

6:30 AM  

 

Woke up. Good, so far. Had that same hope for a few minutes, the one where I walk outside and 

hear the sounds of traffic and sprinklers and anything but that persistent wail. I remember 

breakfast at Pam’s for an instant, and then I realize that, even less than a week later, I’m 

beginning to forget the smaller details of her face. 

 

Ever since Mr. Phillips died in his sleep, I lock my door at night. Can’t even walk in the hallway 

without carrying a tire iron – I like to call it my bathroom pass. When the toilets stop working, I 

think then, that’s when we’ll all really start to panic. Until then, the flush is like a hug from Mom. 

I’m so thankful that she died several years ago.  

 

7:05 AM 

 

The cafeteria is mostly empty. There are 

fewer of us this morning. Apparently, the 

new girl and James the Teen Heartthrob left 

during the night, but not without helping 

themselves to a crate of protein bars and 

the last reliable car we had. A lot of folks are 

saying a lot of spiteful things about them, 

but I kind of hope they make it, even if 

James is a twat. Better another self-

important asshole walking around out there 

than something else. 

 

8:10 AM 

 

Day’s route is planned. The food from the 

Bargain Owl truck we found lasted us for a 

good long week, but once it’s gone… suffice 

it to say, starving mouths tend to eat 

common sense. Got to keep up 

appearances. I don’t mind going out – I 

don’t like it – but I feel like I have to, like a knight defending his castle. Betty pulled me aside 

and asked me to take care of Jonah – said he hasn’t been sleeping, but he won’t stay put while 
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others are at risk. He’s a good man, and I promise her I will do my best, against my better 

judgment. 

 

Leaving in a couple of minutes. If this is the last thing I write… you know what, it doesn’t matter 

– there’s not a whole lot of folks left to read it. 

 

7:45 PM 

 

I just want to close my eyes and forget about today. I thought I had adapted, but clearly it’s just 

not… possible? It was just a roadside gas and go affair – we didn’t think we’d find much, but it 

was something. We had just pried open the back door – Don had point. Two steps in and the 

shotgun goes off – he was lucky, the guy inside missed by a mile and then some. Don’s a former 

cop, he got back behind the wall before the guy could get a second shot off. All three of us were 

a bit surprised, but we were okay. 

 

I tried reasoning with the attacker – he was scared, probably why he could barely aim his 

weapon. We didn’t want to take any chances. I told him we could protect him, that we could 

take him somewhere safe. No matter what, he wouldn’t budge. Time was wasting. Maybe it was 

because he was tired or because we were distracted, but Jonah never even heard the thing come 

from around the corner of the building. It took a chunk out of his arm, he screamed. Don turned 

around and started beating the bastard off with his bat. I stopped talking to the clerk and went 

to help Jonah. As I was trying to stop the bleeding, I hear a shot, and Don drops to the ground, 

headless. The clerk is standing there, two terrified eyes sunken in a week-old beard. I make eye 

contact for a second, and then I hear the shot. It’s me, I’m shooting. He stumbles back into the 

store, and I follow him. I don’t stop shooting until the chamber’s empty. I reach down and pull 

off his nametag. It reads, “Fred”.  I don’t know how long I sat there staring at it. I’m snapped 

back to reality by Jonah‘s screams. Outside more of them had come, and were tearing him apart. 

There is nothing I can do.   

 

I return with empty, bloodstained hands. I tell Betty what happened. She tells me to go to Hell, 

and it’s like she hadn’t listened to a word I’d said. I tell her I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. And tomorrow 

morning, I will wake up and think about the sound of traffic and Pam’s disappearing face and 

getting mail and all those other things we took for granted and then I will go out and be sorry 

once more. 
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Other Scribblings 

 

The Reality 

By Brian Mitsoda 

(From a Monday Design Update on the Iron Tower Forums, May 2, 2011) 

With all the debate about gun stats and what kills zombies the best lately, I thought it was time 

to bring the discussion back to why we’re making this game. In the last decade, the zombie 

genre has morphed  from a horror genre into a gunchuks and teenage revenge fantasy 

fulfillment vehicle. The zombies are no longer scary, but moving targets for whatever badass 

weaponry people hope to get some use out of after gun show buyer’s remorse. There’s this 

pervasive personal delusion that a crisis situation is going to unleash someone’s inner hero and 

they’re going to run around the ruins of modern civilization dual-wielding shotguns and yelling 

“come get some” like it’s an endless game of drunken paintball. The everybody’s 

stupid/unprepared/panicked/sheeple but me mentality is in full effect in the modern zombie fan 

scenario.   

 

Here’s what it would actually be like (and what we’re aiming for in our presentation). Imagine 

yourself outside your usual supermarket. It’s the middle of a sunny day. There are only a few cars 

in the parking lot. You hear a lot of birds, but no automobiles, no people talking, no music – 

none of the white noise that makes 

up the average human soundscape. 

It’s quiet in a way that modern man 

cannot fathom, stripped completely 

of the drone of civilization.  

 

The doors to the supermarket are 

open, but it’s pitch black inside. You 

haven’t eaten in over a day and 

you’re pretty hungry, but there’s 

something about the store that 

makes your heart sink into your 

gurgling stomach. There are other 

buildings, apartments in the area, 

but nobody around. It’s been two weeks since you’ve seen a human being. You had a gun, but 

it’s locked in your gun safe over sixty miles away, because you had to abandon your car when 

the traffic never cleared. All you have on you is the shirt on your back, a backpack containing 
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nothing but an empty water bottle, and a wooden pole that formerly had a rake attached.  

 

All of the sudden you see a faint shape at the entrance of the supermarket, just hanging out 

there. You can’t tell if it’s an actual human. The last actual human you saw took a shot at you, so 

you don’t want to draw attention to yourself immediately. You’ve learned that it’s better in 

general to stay quiet as a rule. That last gunshot you heard from the last actual human you saw 

brought out dozens of the dead from within those darkened storefronts and apartment 

buildings.  Just the sight of them, the way their sun-ripened heads turn at you on their flimsy 

necks like you’ve hooked them with a fishing line, makes you want to instinctively run until you 

reach safety. But there is no safety – no police stations, no military patrols, no house with loved 

ones to comfort you. You don’t even know if your loved ones are safe. Sometimes you pull out 

your cellphone like a rabbit’s foot, just to hold it and hope that someone calls you – anyone – 

just to hear a voice. But it doesn’t even have any juice left – it’s a fetish now, nothing else. 

 

The figure is still standing there, just out of the light a few feet inside the supermarket. Human 

or not, your stomach rumbles, and you realize that you need to get in there and eat something 

or you won’t be able to keep moving. You start walking toward it, hand firmly grasping your 

stick, driven more by the instinctive need to feed than courage. As you close the distance, it hits 

you as a spring breeze wafts in your direction – the cloud of rot overtaking your nose and 

making you gag. The shape moves forward and you can see its feet – burrs stuck to its pants 

and a nail sticking right up through the unlaced sneaker. It makes a loud, painful moan like 

someone choking on tacks and you freeze right in place. Then you hear more noise, behind the 

shape, weight being dragged on linoleum, metal being knocked onto the floor. Your eyes adjust 

as a cloud blocks out the sun for a second. There are a dozen bodies in there wobbling in the 

darkness  –  they are all moving toward you. 

 

 

And that's kind of what Dead State's about. 
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Character Profiles 

During development, before anything was written for them dialogue-wise, before they were put 

in the game, characters were concepted as a splash of stats, skills, a quote, and a background 

story, all posted on the internal Dead State wiki. Even though those backgrounds were 

sometimes changed, or perhaps never referenced within the game itself, they were a critical part 

of shaping that character, especially if they changed hands from conception to writing, as many 

did. Here we offer – with a spoiler warning – several of these backgrounds for your perusal. 

Ulysses Ford 

Quote: “I don’t want to treat you like an enemy, but I can’t put my 

people at risk. Let’s hurry this up, for both our sakes.”  

Age: 65  

Physical Description: Dr. Ford, when he’s first encountered, is an 

older man in good shape for his age, but whose appearance is 

haggard and slightly unkempt. One might think he’s a construction 

worker or drunk.  

Ulysses Ford got into medicine to carry on a family tradition. It’s not something he rebelled 

against, at all. He knew his father was respected by the community and he felt pride in that. 

However, his similarities to his father ended at a common love of medicine. Ford was a thrill-

seeker and a sportsman, and when he had the free time or the opportunity, he was hang gliding 

in Mexico, hiking in India, or scuba diving in Malaysia. When he was at work, he was the kindly 

family doc serving the same families his father had, but when he was off work, he went home on 

a motorcycle.  

Ford married later in life and had a son of his own. When his son was six, his wife divorced him 

and moved to the opposite side of the country. While he encouraged his son to practice 

medicine, he knew that the boy’s grades would never carry him through medical school, and 

Ford had to let go of that hope. Years later, a drug overdose would leave his son with partial 

paralysis – this weighed heavily on Ford, especially when his son blamed the drug use on Ford’s 

lack of participation in his life.  

After a lifetime serving as a general practitioner and community mainstay, Ford retired, sold his 

practice to a former patient turned doctor, and acted as a medical consultant. It freed up his 

time to pursue travel and a few of the recreational activities he could still manage at his age. 

While he had considered remarrying, he felt at ease in working at home alone, volunteering his 

time, and traveling often. Ford felt that life had passed him by and that he had a few good years 
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left to pursue his interests before his body started resisting – it was comforting and frightening 

at the same time.  

Ford likes to believe in the best in people and the potential of humans to come together at their 

worst times, despite having a personal life that should have made him bitter. Ford will always 

stop to help people – from lost children to stopped cars on the side of the highway to an injured 

person with no money. He considers it his responsibility as a human being to do everything in 

his power to make the world a little bit better. He does not ignore or run from problems – he 

embraces them with the hope of fixing what’s broken, even if he has failed in his family life 

before. He is tireless in crisis situations, and the years of thrill-seeking have given him some 

perspective and resistance to danger.  

A few months into his retirement, the virus made its way around the world. He had just returned 

from Thailand when he heard about the first cases. When it made its way to the States, he 

thought about volunteering at one of the emergency shelters or handling the overflow from the 

hospital, but an accident on his way distracted him long enough to keep him from making the 

journey. With no medical personnel coming on the scene, Ford tried to help save the victims of 

the multi-car accident, but had no idea what he was up against. If not for Darlene beating in the 

heads of the dead returning to life, Ford would have been devoured. For the last few weeks, 

Ford has acted on his natural instinct to keep people alive, leading a small group of survivors 

away from danger and towards a more permanent shelter. He doesn’t want to be a leader, but 

he knows that until he can guarantee their safety, he’s the only one capable of managing the 

group.  
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Bud Larsen 

Quote: “It’s tough lettin’ people go in war. But this is war – don’t 

tell yourself nothin’ different.”  

Age: 62  

Physical Description: Older man, only very slightly stooped – age 

wears heavy on his face, but he’s still in decent shape. 

Olaf “Bud” Larsen grew up in rural Minnesota with an alcoholic 

father and detached mother, thought little of his schooling, and 

found little life in the Midwest could offer him. After graduating high school, Bud worked 

various odd jobs until being drafted for the Vietnam War in 1969. While in basic training at 

Camp Bowie, Bud was out with some buddies at a bar when he met Rebecca Howe, a young 

woman from Texas A&M who was out visiting a friend. Rebecca – rare for the area in which she 

grew up – was violently against the war, and snapped at Bud and his friends when they came 

over to hit on Becca and her group. A fight nearly broke out before order was restored, but Bud 

approached Rebecca privately and said that he really was interested in speaking with her more. 

Becca was reluctant to talk to him further, but agreed to write him.  

Soon afterwards, Bud was shipped out to Vietnam, and was in some of the heaviest fighting, 

seeing much of his platoon get killed around him and being wounded more than once himself. 

While there, Bud and Becca kept writing to one another, and Bud told her his struggle between 

finally finding something that he was good at and the pain of seeing soldiers die. Early on, he’d 

managed to convince himself that the war was good and right, even going so far as to sign on 

for a second tour of duty.  

His second year, however, began with a reassignment to another platoon – facing down a brutal, 

inept commanding officer. More and more, Bud began to see the brutal realities of war, and 

detailed his experience to Becca, and even as he was struggling to keep his sanity in the midst of 

the fighting, the two were beginning to fall in love. After a particularly vicious search of a village, 

the others in Bud’s platoon decided they’d had enough and fragged the commanding officer, an 

act that Bud didn’t participate in but did nothing to stop. He wrote Rebecca the next morning 

asking to marry her, and within four months, he was back in the States, and the two were wed.  

With nothing waiting for him in Minnesota, Bud settled in Goldthwaite with his wife, who began 

a housing construction company. Bud provided and organized much of the hard labor, and 

eventually settled into a supervisory role. Though their marriage had its share of fights and 

problems, and the business had its ups and downs, Bud and Becca had a generally quality life, 

raising three children (Dennis, Rachel, and Michael), who promptly moved out of the state to 
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pursue extravagant dreams (having inherited both their mother’s fire and their father’s 

restlessness).  

Bud and Becca had been living in comfortable retirement when the virus hit, taking the little 

community by surprise. The two fought over where they should go – Becca advised the 

community center, where a shelter was being set up, and Bud argued that their house was far 

more secure – and eventually settled when Becca went to go volunteer at the shelter. Bud was 

awoken later that night by his wife crying out in pain as she stumbled through the door, a 

wound on her arm. As Bud wrapped it, she told him the shelter was already falling apart into 

chaos, that infected people were dying and then attacking people – one had bit her as she’d 

pulled it off another panicking volunteer. She blamed herself for leaving, but Bud assured her 

they’d be safe.  

The following day, Rebecca was breaking out into cold sweats, and her arm looked grossly 

infected. The day after that, as the occasional straggling figure roamed the streets, she could 

hardly move, and her forehead burned with fever. On the third day, Becca begged Bud to 

forgive her, and died holding his hand.  

A half-hour later she opened her eyes again. Bud watched this from the top of the stairs, having 

put her body in the basement. She’d told him what would happen, but he didn’t want to believe 

it. As the thing that had been Rebecca Larsen turned its dead head towards him and uttered a 

low moan, he shut and locked the door. He couldn’t kill her. There had to be a way to fix things. 

He’d wait, and keep her safe – and himself alive – until that happened.  

When the player finds Bud, he’s half-mad from hunger and lack of sleep. Still inside his head is 

the reason that kept him alive in the worst of a war, though, and if the player can reach that, he 

has a chance of coming around again.  
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Effrem Montague 

Quote: “Oh, so I’m a thief, huh? Well, what was you doing back 

there? Suppose you was findin’ food – that it? Rescuin’ that shit? 

Liberatin’ the food? That what they said about those white folks in 

Katrina? Look around, brother – only law we got right now’s 

survival.”  

Physical Description: Effrem’s a skinny, handsome younger man 

with an inviting smirk on his youthful face. One might think he was 

an orderly or salesman.  

Age: 26  

Effrem didn’t start out his life in poverty – he lived around it, but his family had risen above it, 

for the most part. Not that it was an idyllic family life – his mother worked as a dancer in a strip 

joint and his father owned the club, using it to launder money for drug dealers. Effrem grew up 

around a lot of bad influences in a lower-class neighborhood, but before he made some 

mistakes on account of them, he was an extraordinary student in school. However, any academic 

success he may have achieved was ruined when he was arrested for robbery, the result of a life-

altering promise to keep a lookout while a friend burgled a store. The store owner had been in 

the back working late, Effrem’s friend was shot (causing him to scorn the use of firearms to this 

day), and a nearby police car saw him running from the scene. Effrem was sent to juvenile 

detention, where he learned a lot more about stealing than he ever would have on the street. 

Not being much of a fighter, Effrem’s wits were the only thing that kept him from getting beat 

daily by the tougher gang-bangers and violent inmates.  

When he was released, Effrem tried to get a job in his old neighborhood, but found little that 

was intellectually challenging and paid well. Stealing became his meal ticket, until he realized 

that stealing from the poor seemed like a stupid way to get ahead. He began conning his way 

into wealthy businesses and shops and stealing objects that were worth his time. At one time or 

another, Effrem has lived in most of the major cities in Texas and Louisiana, and has been 

arrested twice since becoming an adult. He’s tried to maintain a real job before, but his lack of 

education and his particular skill set keep leading him back to crime.  

Effrem’s not a thug – he’s a burglar, and has never even considered armed robbery. He can turn 

on the charm, and while not sophisticated, he’s intelligent enough to talk his way out of most 

situations. He was never a big fan of thug-life, especially because he’s lived around hardcore 

criminals his whole life. Lacking any combat skills, his wits are his weapon. Effrem likes to play 

the role of the poor, black man kept down by The Man role often, but he doesn’t actually 

believe it. Aside from being a manipulative thief, he actually seems like a reasonable guy.  
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Effrem considers the timing of the zombie apocalypse to be lucky. He was in court for the third 

time when the zombies struck, and had he been sentenced for a third time, he would’ve gone to 

jail for life. He’s been moving away from the cities, scavenging to survive – which has been 

easier for him since he has a lot of experience breaking into places and being quiet. Effrem 

won’t come right out and say he’s a thief, but if the player finds out or figures it out, he’ll point 

out that if there’s no law, he’s not a criminal – not to mention, who better to help get into 

places. He’s used to taking risks, so he can deal with being out in the field, and prison has taught 

him something about survival. Because he’s a thief, a lot of the other members of the Shelter do 

not trust him and will blame him for anything criminal that happens at the Shelter. Vic Castillo 

knows Effrem is a thief and will not want him in the Shelter. Effrem could probably survive on his 

own for awhile, but he realizes that, for once, he’s going to have to contribute to society.  
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Regina 

Quote: “You go ahead and think what you want. If you’re gonna 

kick me out, I’d appreciate you give me time to get a shower and 

take a shit first.”  

Age: 37  

Physical Description: Tall, fairly well-built (and a little chubby) 

woman who was probably decently pretty in her youth, but now is 

overly tattooed, scarred, and tanned. Shoulder-length brown hair, 

rounded jaw but hard facial features, eyes that look lazily half-

closed into an “I don’t care” expression most of the time.  

Regina won’t give you her last name. She won’t say much about her past, other than her dad 

was a drunkard, her mom was a whiny bitch, and she left home to go riding before she turned 

17. She’ll admit to prison time for drug trafficking and assault, possibly even mention 

manslaughter or murder. She’s a person who for a long time has not lived in a world where any 

law is more than a passing suggestion, and she’s gotten good at dealing with it – even to the 

point where she climbed the ranks of her gang – the Coyotes – and acted as co-leader with her 

lover, NZ (Nathaniel Zachary James).  

When she crosses paths with the player, it is to pull up outside the shelter one morning (about 

14 days after the beginning of the game) and ask for sanctuary. She claims that her gang was 

making their way through Texas, surviving as best they could, and a small cadre within the 

Coyotes (led by Marshall Streeter) was suggesting that they kill survivors and take their goods to 

survive, while Regina and NZ rejected that idea, saying there was plenty of free loot to take. The 

night before, Marshall had murdered NZ and his supporters and taken over the gang, and 

Regina fled for her life. She promises that she’ll help the shelter against any other gangs if taken 

in – she knows the area and their tactics – but knows as well that the rest of the Coyotes will 

come looking for her.  

Regina as a person is not someone the player should ever feel that they can fully trust: she 

claims that she was kicked out of the gang for wanting to protect human lives, but it’s entirely 

feasible this was more about conserving ammo or not wanting to attract more zombies than 

altruism. She’s not a cruel or thoughtless person, but displays a kind of dark pragmatism that is 

unnerving to some – making suggestions that display a cold sense that some may find 

insensitive or even shocking. While she wouldn’t ever stab someone for the fun of it, it’s not out 

of the question for her to ally herself with someone she sees as a better leader… have them do 

the dirty work for her, then possibly turn on them later. If she sees the player do things with 

more compassion (or even viciousness) than practicality, she very well might do just that. 
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However, she knows better than to act alone, and won’t say a word about what she’s planning, 

and won’t strike until she’s certain she’ll succeed.  

If the player can win her approval, Regina is content to help do what it takes to get by, especially 

if the player lays down clear rules for behavior, and doesn’t rule out that she can stay if she can 

make herself useful – similar laws to the gang she once helped run.  
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Michiru Yata 

Quote: “…no.” 

Age: 48 

Description: Severe-looking, middle-aged Japanese woman. Short, 

mid-sized, almost perpetually annoyed-looking. 

Michiru Yata has had a lifetime of going against the grain. While 

growing up, she disobeyed her traditionalist family and engaged in 

sports such as soccer in addition to activities such as kendo and 

archery. Instead of getting married shortly after high school, she 

studied biology in college (even dropping out for a year to listen to British punk bands she 

hardly understood, knowing only that they were rebellious, and there was something in their 

sound she desperately wanted to understand), eventually going on to medical school. There she 

met and married her husband, Shoichi Amagi – and frustrated her parents further by continuing 

to work despite her spouse’s ability to take care of them both financially, and the traditionalist 

view of the woman’s place being in the home. Bypassing tradition, Dr. Yata continued her 

studies, competing her residency and beginning work as a talented gastrointestinal surgeon.  

The one “normal” thing Michiru has done is raise two relatively normal children (if a bit hen-

pecked by a mother who hates to see them conforming to any peer expectations without 

thinking their actions over first) – Kenji and Yukari – who have gone on to complete high school 

and are now in university. Two years ago, when Kenji finally moved into an apartment of his own 

near the university, Michiru helped him move in, and came home that same day and told her 

husband of 20+ years that she wanted a divorce, shocking her family and friends. Michiru had 

known about Shoichi’s philandering behavior for the last 10 years, and confronted him about it 

multiple times – each time leaving the man clutching his head (as she’d invariably clouted him 

with something heavy) and sobbing that he’d never do it again. She announced sternly that 

without the children to worry about, he could pack his bags and get out, as she had done more 

to keep the household running than he had. Shoichi knew better than to ask for a reprieve, and 

left without a fuss. Within a month, Michiru had reverted her last name to its maiden state, 

scraping “Amagi” off of everything she owned with the same matter-of-fact directness that she 

leveled at everything else.  

Michiru had been advised by several of her colleagues not to go overseas during the viral crisis, 

but with the worldwide gastroenterology conference in Dallas offering her free travel and 

accommodations – and assuring her that there would be a translator waiting for her – she 

ignored their concerns and went. No sooner had Dr. Yata made it to her hotel than she’d found 

that the conference had been cancelled – and before she found someone able to really 
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communicate with her, she discovered that the US had closed their borders, and her passport 

had been temporarily suspended. A short while later, she was herded with the rest of the hotel’s 

guests and staff into an evacuation bus headed northwest to San Angelo. Before they reached 

the halfway point, the bus stopped at a park, and the group dispersed to stretch their legs and 

look for food. Michiru, unfamiliar with her surroundings, stayed on the bus, as did Ryan Michaels 

(teenager on vacation with his parents), and Mark Corbeau (the hotel’s chef). This ended up 

saving their lives.  

While the other survivors were out stretching and snacking, the sudden noise of dozens of 

people had attracted a large number of undead. Most of the people on the bus were caught 

unawares, and with no understanding of what was happening, were quickly overtaken. The bus 

driver was bitten and halfway savaged while exiting a restroom, and in a panic, leapt back on the 

bus and drove away, leaving the rest of the passengers to their fate (including Ryan Michaels’ 

family).  

The swerving bus managed to get about ten more miles before the frantic driver (who waved a 

gun at anyone who tried to get him to stop) passed out from blood loss. With nothing else to 

do but hunker down and wait for help, Michiru managed to stop the driver’s bleeding while 

Kelly attempted to get the radio working. While Dr. Yata futilely attempted to stop the infection 

that was raging through the driver’s body, the other survivors managed to catch a brief 

emergency broadcast that told them more of the disease, and what happened when an 

individual was bitten. Michiru, however, had no idea what was happening. When the driver died, 

Mark took the bus driver’s gun, and had Ryan to hold Michiru back, fearing she wouldn’t 

understand what was about to happen. In horror, she saw the dead driver rise again, turn 

towards them, and lunge at Mark – who caved in its skull with one of the skillets he’d taken with 

him. A horrible understanding dawned on Dr. Yata then – that the dead were coming back to life 

to prey on the living – and nobody around her could understand a word she said. “Shinbito,” she 

whispered, and has hardly uttered a word since.  
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Part 5: Snapshots of the Apocalypse  

 

(a.k.a. Team Pictures, Logo Gallery, and Other Collected Visual Stimulus 

Pleasing To the Eyes) 
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Part 6: So Long, And Thanks For All The Bullets 

 

(a.k.a. Credit Where It Is Due) 
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Part 8: All’s Well 

 

(a.k.a. The Last Bit) 
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Closing Words 

Well, this is it. The last part. If you’ve read this far, we’re all flattered – obviously you’re an 

amazing fan, or at least insanely driven to finish any and all books. Regardless, we hoped 

you enjoyed this book, and especially the game that inspired it. Hopefully – and this is the 

best hope of all game developers – it has in turn inspired you to go forth and make 

something of your own. 

Go ye and create.  

All the best, 

Annie VanderMeer Mitsoda 
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